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Utterback intersection may get light

Gov. Ernie Fletcher

FletcherAgreement
was not
admission
of own guilt
By JOE BIESK
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
When Gov. Ernie Fletcher
signed a deal last month to get
charges
misdemeanor
his
dropped. he acknowledged
prosecutors' evidence "strongly
indicates wrongdoing," agreed
his administration's actions
were "inappropriate" and, as
head of state government,
accepted responsibility.
But, that agreement was a
"mere generalized statement" in
which he did nut acknowledge
involvement or responsibility.
according to a recent federal
court filing on Fletcher's behalf.
The papers were filed in federal
district court as part of a case
involving state Transportation
Cabinet employee Almeda
Wireman.
In recent court papers on her
behalf, Wireman claimed the
agreed order Fletcher signed
with prosecutors last month was
essentially an admission by the
governor of his involvement
and responsibility in personnel
decisions about protected state
jobs.
Not so, according to the filing.
Fletcher, according to the
federal filing, acknowledged in
the deal with state prosecutors
that evidence indicated wrongdoing by his administration —
not himself.
"By the agreed order,
Fletcher has not admitted that
he was personally involved in
any wrongful conduct relating
to the personnel actions with the
merit system of employment ...
Nowhere in the agreed order
does Fletcher acknowledge that
he was personally involved in
any wrongful conduct relating
to personnel actions." according
to the filing.
Last month, special judge
David E. Melcher approved the
deal struck behind closed doors
and
prosecutors
between
Fletcher's defense attorneys.
Among other things, Fletcher
agreed that actions by his
administration were "inappropriate- and that he "regrets their
occurrence. As the state's chief
executive. Fletcher accepted
responsibility for them, but did
not admit to any criminal
wrongdoing.
Vicki Glass, a spokeswoman
for Attorney General Greg

By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
continues
traffic
As
increasing on U.S. 641, the
state highway department is
evaluating ways to make the
road safer.
City Administrator Don
Elias said city officials are
soliciting feedback about
installing a traffic signal where
Utterback Road intersects U.S.
641. He said this comes at the
request of the district's state
highway department.
So far city officials have
heard half a dozen comments,
mostly in favor of the traffic
signal. Elias said those
responses have come from
people who use Utterback
Road and know the difficulty
of trying to get onto U.S. 641.
Area business owners also
would like to see the light
installed, especially as more
residential and commercial
development is expected.
"We try not to put them up
when they aren't needed,"
Elias said.

Installing the traffic signal
is a state decision. Elias said
the state highway officials
recorded eight collisions near
that intersection in the last
year. Coupled with a busy traffic count, safety is a concern.
"Traffic studies justified a
traffic signal. That's the only
location justified at this point,"
he said. "Nobody is in a big
hurry, but if there is an interest
there, it's something the state
will be willing to move forward with."
Thoughts on whether to add
a traffic signal can be left on
the city's Web site at
www.murrayky.gov or at city
hall at 762-0350.
Elias also said the state
awarded the bid for the turning
lane in front of the BP station
that is often congested with
trucks trying to turn into the
station. Construction should
start soon because the project
is supposed to be finished in
mid-November, according to
Keith Todd, the public information officer for Department
of Highways District One and
Two.

GREG TRAVISA_edger & Times
The intersection of Utterback Road and U.S. 641 North can get quite congested, as seen
just this morning. The Kentucky Department of Highways is looking into installing a traffic
signal at the intersection.
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By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
With the fifth anniversary of the Sept. 11,
2001 terrorist attacks observed this week, the
question of whether or not our nation or our
own hometown is more secure than it was five
years ago seems more valid than ever.
Since the attacks, billions in federal funding
has been allocated to states to better prepare
government and emergency services to deal
with man-made or natural disasters with an
emphasis on communications; a lesson learned
not only during the attacks on New York and
Washington D.C. five years ago, but also from
the wake of Hurricane Katrina in 2005.
Calloway County Emergency Management
Director Jeff Steen says Calloway County is
much safer and prepared to deal with a local or
regional emergency today than five years ago

with the addition of state-of-the-art communications equipment, optimized use of equipment
with innovative training and better awareness
that everyone must work together.
Murray and Calloway County law enforcement, medical services, firefighters and relief
agencies, such as the Calloway County chapter
of the American Red Cross , are now undergoing national incident management training
under the federal Department of Homeland
Security and are taking part in region-wide
drills with other agencies across the Purchase
area to be better prepared when the unthinkable
happens.
"What these classes do is teach us about the
national command system from the top level all
the way down to the emergency responder on

•See Page 2A
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cash flow figures
—
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Attorney General Greg Stumbo
announced Wednesday that his
investigation of large-scale hog
farming operations offered
by a Henry
County, Tenn..
has
farm,
in
resulted
safemajor
for
guards
Kentucky
fanners.
The
Attorney
Stumbo
General's
Office of Consumer Protection
entered an Assurance of
Voluntary Compliance (AVC)
with Tosh Farms of Henry,
Tenn., concluding its examination of Tosh's representations
and contracting practices with
western Kentucky hog farmers.
The AVC requires Tosh
Farms to repay expenses of any
farmer that decides to back out
of the contract based on the
findings of the investigation.
"This agreement ensures that
western Kentucky farmers will
be able to make a more
informed choice about whether
to enter into these contracts,"
said Stumbo. "In addition, my
office won significant improvements in the contracts on behalf
of these farmers."
Tosh Farms has agreed to
provide a set of revised disclosures, a cover letter from the
Attorney General, a disclosure
of material risk, and a revised
contract to hog farmers in western Kentucky who wish to enter
into contracts with Tosh Farms.
Current and prospective
farmers will also receive a letter
Attorney
the
explaining
General's findings.
Tosh Farms must also allow
any farmers who acted in
reliance on the previous disclosures to back out of any contract
repay any costs
and will
incurred in reliance on the ii-

tial disclosures challenged by
the Attorney General's Office.
The Attorney General's
Office found that Tosh Farms'
initial presentation overstated
net cash flow, available assistance with environmental compliance, contract security and
manure value. It further found
Tosh understated to farmers the
and
cost of maintenance
manure management.
The Attorney General's
office concluded that a farmer
will likely only net an estimated
$5,000 per year, per barn, over
ten years, plus or minus the
value or liability associated
with the manure. Whether the
manure is an asset or a liability
will depend on the characteristics of the land available to the
farms. This is in contrast to the
$17,442 per year per barn initially represented by Tosh
Farms.
The Attorney General also
won significant concessions in
the language of Tosh's proposed
contract with farmers. The proposed contract contained four
separate provisions shifting to
the farmers all liability arising
in connection with the swine
operation, in particular that
associated with the manure
management system.
"I demand that corporate
integrators, like Tosh Farms,
must shoulder their fair share of
Stumbo.
said
liability,"
"Farmers must be protected
from ruinous lawsuits. I am
pleased to announce that Tosh
Farms has agreed to accept liability arising from their and
their agents' acts or omissions
with respect to their Kentucky
contract hog operations."
Stumbo continued, "Farmers
are now in a position to decide
whether these contracts are in
their best interests. I will continue to make sure that the farmers who put food on our tables
get a square deal when dealing
with big corporations."
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Clarification
A word was inadvertently
omitted from an article in
Wednesday's Ledger regarding
a reported phone scam.
The paragraph should have
read that Murray Police remind
everyone that banking institutions do not ask for personal
information over the telephone
and such personal information
should not be given out when
solicited via phone.
The Ledger apologizes for
the error and any confusion.

Montreal gunman liked game
about Columbine massacre

MONTREAL(AP)— A man
with a black trench coat whose
shooting rampage in a Montreal
college killed one person and
wounded 19 others before he
was slain by police said on a
blog in his name that he liked to
play a role-playing Internet
game about the Columbine
shootings.
The gunman who opened fire
NOTICE
on
College
at
Dawson
• The Calloway County
Wednesday was Kimveer Gill,
meet
will
Board of Education
25, of Laval, near Montreal, a
tonight at 6 at Calloway
said Thursday,
County High School. Items police official
on the agenda include recog- speaking on condition of
nitions and presentations, anonymity because authorities
were not ready to announce it
the levy of the tax rates for
the 2006-2007 school year, publicly yet.
Six victims remained in critiseveral consent items and a
superintendent's report.
cal condition, including two in
City extremely critical condition.
Murray
• The
Council will meet at 6:30
The official said police had
tonight at city hall. The agen- searched Gill's home.
da includes Sen. Ken
In postings on a Web site
Winters as well as Keith called
VampireFreaks.com,
Bailey and Jeanne Mathis for
name show more
Heart blogs in Gill's
American
the
photos depicting the
50
than
public
The
.
Association
works committee will meet at young man in various poses
holding a rifle and donning a
5:45 p.m. to discuss bids for
the Williams/Hickory streets long black trench coat and combat boots.
drainage project and the
One photo has a tombstone
15th and Main streets
realignment project. The
with his name printed on it —
finance/personnel committee below it the phrase: "Lived fast
will meet at 6:15 p.m. to dis- died young. Left a mangled
cuss recommended changes corpse."
to the policies and procedure
The last of six journal entries
manual.
Wednesday was posted at 10:41
Murray
The
•
hours before the
of am, about two
Board
Independent
to death after
shot
was
gunmen
Education is scheduled to
meet at 7 tonight in the cen- the college shooting.
He said on the site that he
tral office board room at the
Administration liked to play "Super Columbine
Carter
Massacre," an Internet-based
Building on South 13th
Street. On the agenda for the computer game that simulated
meeting is recognition of the the April 20, 1999, shootings at
2006 Space Camp partici- the Colorado high school by two
pants, an update on MES of its students that left 13 people
construction work, approval dead.
of any changes in the 2006"His name is Trench. you
2007 tax rate, corresponcome to know him as the
will
Education
dence from state
of Death," he wrote on
Angel
Commis-sioner Gene Wilhoit
his vampirefreaks.com profile.
and an executive session to
consider possible litigation. A "He is not a people person."
He wrote that he hates jocks,
public hearing concerning
the 2006-2007 school tax ,preppies, country music and
levy will take place at 6:30 — hip-hop.
"I think I have an obsession
p.m. at the same location
preceding the board meetwith guns ... muahahaha," is the
ing.
inscription below another picIII The Murray-Calloway ture of Gill aiming the barrel of
County Park Board will meet the gun at the camera.
Monday at 6 p.m. at the
"Anger and hatred simmers
Chamber of Commerce.
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Evacuated students talk on cellular phones during a shooting
incident at Dawson College in Montreal Wednesday.
within me," said another caption
Gunman opens tire
below a picture of Gill grimacat Dawson College
ing.
He wrote that he is 6-foot-1,
Montreal
was born in Montreal and is of
Indian heritage. He said his
weakness is laziness and that he
fears nothing. Responding to the
question, "How do you want to
die?" Gill replied "like Romeo
and Juliet — or in a hail of gunAP
SOURCE: ESN
fire."
Montreal Police Chief Yvan they acted saved lives," he said.
Delorme said the lessons
Witnesses said Gill started
learned from other mass shoot- shooting outside the college,
ings had taught police to try to then entered the second-floor
stop such assaults as quickly as cafeteria and opened fire withpossible.
out uttering a word. At times, he
"Before our technique was to hid behind vending machines
establish a perimeter around the before emerging to take aim —
place and wait for the SWAT at one point at a teenager who
team. Now the first police offi- tried to photograph him with his
cers go right inside. The way cell phone.

From Front
the street," Steen said, pointing
out miscommunication errors
following Hurricane Katrina on
the Gulf Coast last year. "So
last year they started giving
some training for the upper echelon so we won't have that kind
of problem in Kentucky with
that kind of disconnect."
However just having the
equipment in hand is not enough
to deal with communications
problems during an emergency.
"Of course communication is
just part of it. The other part is
how we are using the system
we're using. How we pool our
resources and how our resources
communicate with each other
and who has what responsibilities," Steen said. "We're workinawn all of that."
Wideral and state officials are
also recommending that emergency responders drop the standard 10-code communication
signals when many agencies are
working together to avoid confusion. Although there are times

when the 10-code system will be
used, when many agencies have
to work together communications breakdown could occur
because of the differences in
coding systems.
"The importance of our management plan is to make sure we
get the maximum amount of
good with the minimal amount
of resources and part of that
plan
management
overall
includes what we'll call 'plain
talk,— Steen said. "When we
use 'plain talk' rather than 10codes or acronyms we have a
better understanding across the
emergency field of what everyone else is doing."
Murray Police Chief Ken
Claude said, although 10-code
signals will remain the standard
format in most situations, that it
will change in times on city,
county or region wide emergencies.
"The federal office of
Homeland Security has requested that we do that to avoid confusion when there is an emergency and there are several
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G1LBERTSVILLE, Ky.(AP)
A western Kentucky man
broke into his estranged wife's
home, killed her, then himself in
a murder-suicide, law enforcement officials said.
Randall 0. Walters, 47,
broke a sliding glass door to
enter the house, then shot Kim
M. Walters, 44, before turning
the gun on himself Tuesday
evening, Marshall County
Sheriff's Detective Keith Byars

said.
A third person was in the
house, but was not hurt and is
not a suspect in the deaths,
Byars said. The shooting took
place on a street with four houses in a small subdivision near
the Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park.
Marshall County Coroner
Mitchell Lee said preliminary
autopsy results show the couple
died of gunshot wounds.

Grand jury clears Trigg
sheriff in man's death

CADIZ, Ky.(AP) — A grand jury in western Kentucky found no
wrongdoing by a sheriff who ran over and killed a man in June.
The grand jury said Trigg County Sheriff Randy Clark was trying to retreat to avoid injuring or killing any bystanders during a
June 28 standoff with Michael Sowell of the Cerulean community.
Clark struck and killed Sowell, 37, in the driveway of Sowell's
home while responding to a domestic violence complaint.
In a report issued Wednesday, the grand jury said Sowell
approached Clark when the sheriff arrived. Clark thought Sowell
had a gun and two knives and backed out of the driveway to get
help, the grand jury said.
When he backed up, Clark ran over Sowell, killing him, the
grand jury said.
"This is a tragic accident and our sheriff is very remorseful of the
situation," the grand jury said.

II Security ...

1005 S. 16th St.

5426 Hwy. 121 N.

Calloway County Sheriff's Departm•nt
• A theft was reported at 5.12 p.m. Tuesday at G and W Storage.
Murray Police Department
a.m.
• A theft was reported at 1564 Mockingbird Dnve at 8:59
Tuesday.
• A phone scam was reported at 619 Ellis St. at 11:41 a.m.
Tuesday.
at
• Counterfeit money orders were reported at Cash Express
12:03 p.m. Tuesday.
• Criminal mischief was reported at 5:51 p.m. Tuesday at 208
Woodlawn.
• A theft was reported at 6:30 p.m. Tuesday at 1408 Poplar St.
• John Adams, 27, of Murray, was arrested for possession of a
controlled substance and possession of a legend drug as well as
a warrant charging him with receiving stolen property more than
$300. His arrest followed a traffic stop at Main Street and
Industrial Road at 7:21 p.m. Tuesday.
• A gas drive-off was reported at 8:17 p.m. Tuesday at Kroger.
• Matthew Nisch, 22, of Murray, was arrested for reckless driving,
first-offense driving under the influence, possession of marijuana
and operating on a suspended license after a traffic stop at 12th
Street and Ky. 121 at 11:54 p.m. Tuesday.
• Someone came into the station at 9:08 a.m. Wednesday to
report a theft.
Murray State University Police Department
• An injury crash was reported at 2:09 p.m. Tuesday at 16th
Street in front of Alexander Hall. EMS transported one subject to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital emergency room. Murray
Police Department handled the collision.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.

Police: Man kills wife,
self in murder-suicide
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agencies working together," however the department was
Claude said, pointing out that recently allocated $34,837 to
there are differences in 10-code upgrade the city's 911 system.
signals from department to Claude said Wednesday that the
department. "A 10-46 may department has not yet received
means an accident with injuries the grant money, but that when it
here, but it might mean some- .is received it will be used to
thing else entirely somewhere purchase a CAD system. A CAD
else. Maybe even something system will allow the dispatcher
to send secure electronic signals
minor."
Purchase area emergency to officers and other emergency
services agencies were recently personnel on the streets without
granted $917, 144 in funding having to announce the informathrough the Purchase Area tion verbally: which can be
Development District for the picked up on a police-band
purchase of first-responder scanner.
Also, the Calloway County
mobile data computers(MDAs)
was
Department
while additional money will be Sheriff's
$35,000
about
allocated
recently
county
and
provided for city
agencies to upgrade 911 com- for the installatin of a five-point
munications equipment infra- signal booster system designed
by the federal to eliminate weak signals in
structure
Homeland some parts of the county and
Department of
enable county 911 personnel to
Security.
Mobile data computers communicate with sheriff's
enable police officers to run a deputies and other emergency
check on driver's licenses, regis- responders more clearly.
Sheriff Larry Roberts said
tration and other information on
a stopped vehicle without tying this morning that the system is
up the dispatcher. The , the operational. "It is now up and
equipment will be installed in operating," he said. "We got in
vehicles used by the Calloway on-line last weekend."
Last month, Gov. Ernie
County Sheriff's Department
and Murray State University Fletcher announced that the
state has received $26.9 million
Police Department.
Steen said money obtained in 2006 grant funds from the
Homeland
of
by the county through the inter- Department
agency PADD grant request Security to upgrade the state's
would be used to install MDAs emergency readiness. Of the
in as many city-county law total, $14,385,100 was provided
enforcement vehicles as possi- to the state as discretionary
funds for local agencies.
ble.
"This year's grants focus on
"We're going to open that us
to two more agencies; the the areas of greatest need for our
Calloway County Sheriff's first responders and reward the
Department and Murray State, highest scoring grant applicaso whenever they are working tions. This is evidenced by the
together they can communicate fact that 69 percent of our discretionary dollars are going to
with each other," Steen said.
Most MPD vehicles have had support the emergency commuthe equipment for some time; nications capabilities of our first

responders," Fletcher said in a
news release. "It is essential that
these individuals have the
resources and equipment they
need to effectively serve and
protect Kentucky."
Local agencies across the
state will receive more than
$6.47 million toward the purchase of MDAs. The total also
includes $3 million utilized
from the Unified Criminal
Justice Information System
(UCJIS) programs. Agencies
will also receive or benefit from
more than $4.9 million in cominfrastructure,
munications
equipment or upgrades to local
911 centers.
Funding to state agencies
designated to directly support
the efforts of local responders
include nearly $1.3 million for
the state's first responder training and exercise programs,
$900,000 to promote the state's
Citizen Awareness and Outreach
Program, and $1.3 million to
continue vulnerability assessments of the state's critical
the
through
infrastructure
Community
Kentucky
Preparedness Program.
Additionally, the Kentucky
State Police will receive
$990,000 to complete the
Mutual Aid Project across
Kentucky providing all first
responders with the ability to
communicate, via voice communications, during an emergency by the end of 2006. A
recent report highlighted communications interoperability and
911 response as the state's most
pressing needs among first
responders, according to the
release.
The state is also investing
more than $1.4 million in
upgrades for the Kentucky
National Guard's communications capabilities, $360,000 to
support the commonwealth's
transportation security initiative.
$137,800 in supplemental funding for the Metropolitan
Medical Response System
directed to support the Central
Kentucky Blood Center, and
more than $523,000 to enhance
the
of
capabilities
the
•
Intelligence Fusion Center.
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Fletcher backers try, fail to remove
GOP county head
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Gov. Ernie Fletcher's supporters
failed in an attempt to replace the Jefferson County Republican
chairman, a vocal critic of Fletcher.
A Republican contingent had sought to replace Jack Richardson
IV, as head of the party's Louisville chapter. Richardson has urged
the governor to not seek a second term in 2007, and has called
Fletcher "politically inept."
Fletcher's supporters could not muster enough support Tuesday
to boot Richardson, and instead tried to have him censured — a
move intended to stop him from making such remarks. However,
the idea of a censure did not come up for a vote before the committee, Richardson told the Lexington Herald-Leader.
"I don't begrudge them their right to have their opinions,"
Richardson told the newspaper. "I think they knew, however, that
the sentiment wasn't there. A lot of members of the committee saw
it as a distraction from what we should be doing to help candidates
in 2006."
Richardson said he does not intend to make further comments
about Fletcher and won't take sides if there is a primary.
It was at least the third time Fletcher and his supporters have
been rebuffed by GOP leaders in Kentucky.
Fletcher was ignored last year when he called for state GOP
chairman Darrell Brock Jr.'s forced resignation. Earlier this summer, party leaders snubbed Fletcher's choice, attorney Larry Forgy,
for a seat on the state party's executive committee. Instead, party
leaders installed Lt. Gov. Steve Pence's chief of staff, Stephen
Huffman.

Bridge naming may honor soldiers
who died in 1985 Gander crash
CLARKSVILLE,Tenn.(AP)— County commissioners say they
support renaming a local bridge in honor of a 1985 crash in Gander,
Newfoundland, that killed 248 soldiers from the 101st Airborne
Division at Fort Campbell, Ky.
The commissioners said Monday that they unanimously agree to
change the name of the bridge on Ted A. Crozier Sc Boulevard to
Gander Memorial Bridge.
Crozier was the mayor of Clarksville at the time of the crash on
Dec. 12, 1985, and he is a former chief of staff for the 101st
Airborne Division. Fort Campbell, straddling the KentuckyTennessee border, is just outside Clarksville.
Leora Smith, a freshman at Clarksville High School, has been
leading the effort to rename the bridge after researching the Gander
crash for an essay contest.
"Fort Campbell has one. Hopkinsville has one and
Newfoundland has one, but Clarksville does not, and we were very
close to this crash," Smith told the county commissioners.
Smith also plans to speak to the City Council to ask that the
bridge be formally named in honor of those killed.
The Gander crash was the highest loss of life in a single day
experienced by the 101st Airborne since its formation, ranking
higher than D-Day, the Battle of Bastogne and the Battle of the
Bulge during World War 11.

From Front
Stumbo said Fletcher "admitted
to wrongdoing" in the agree
ment.
"Whether he and his administration are liable for damages is
now in the hands of the federal
court," Glass said.
While Fletcher may have
accepted "ultimate responsibility" for some of the alleged
occurrences, he did not have any
personal involvement in the
Wireman case, Spencer Noe,
one of Fletcher's attorneys, said
in a telephone interview. Noe
also said that the governor's settlement with prosecutors should
not be used against him in the
civil matter pending before the
AF
federal district court in eastern
Kentucky.
Democratic gubernatorial candidate Otis Hensley waves from atop a large fiberglass bull as
Wireman, who filed the law- he circles the Capitol Wednesday.
suit earlier this year, claimed her
civil rights were violated and
that she was passed over for a
promotion to a highway district
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)— Otis Hensley Jr., a a politician," Hensley said dunng a speech in the
administrative manager because
who bills himself as a man of the peo- Capitol Rotunda.
Democrat
of political reasons.
Hensley is a demolition contractor from the
giant fiberglass bull around the state
a
rode
ple.
Noe, Fletcher's attorney, said
Kentucky town of Wallins Creek and
eastern
candidacy
his
promote
Capitol on Wednesday to
the governor's filing was specifsought the Democratic nomination during the
governor.
for
ically about the Wireman case.
"Vote Otis Hensley for governor to control the 2003 governor's race. He picked up 9,372 votes
The governor, Noe said, had no
in Frankfort," read the sign on Hensley's during the contest, a total of 3.3 percent of the
bull
in
involvement
personal
vote.
the Bull."
"Frank-0
Wireman's case and should not
Hensley said he thinks he could win the 2007
said he wants to "stand up for the
50,
Hensley,
be held responsible for every— something he said contest. He's the first Democrat to formally
Kentucky
in
man"
poor
thing that happened in his
announce a bid for governor next year.
other political candidates don't do.
administration.
"I'm out to win," Hensley said.
for governor as a citizen and not
running
"I'm
The agreement that dismissed
Fletcher's misdemeanor charges
Ii
of alleged conspiracy, official
misconduct and political discrimination was "nonetheless a
mere generalized statement, and
does not address the particular
circumstances of the personnel
action taken with respect to
(Wireman.)." according to the
Almo, Kentucky
filing.

Airport halts taxiway construction
tion
pending crash investiga
The Lexington airport is delaying

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
plans to build a new taxiway pending a federal investigation into
last month's jet crash and a lawsuit by the family of one of the 49
people killed, airport director Michael Gobb said Wednesday in an
interview with The Associated Press.
Blue Grass Airport had planned to begin taxiway construction
shortly after the Aug. 27 crash, but Gobb said officials decided to
put the plans on hold this week so as not to alter the crash scene.
The National Transportation Safety Board had requested that and
one victim's family will ask a Fayette County judge on Thursday to
stop the construction, he said.
Gobb said he anticipated construction would be delayed "no
more than 30 days."
"We're being proactive in making a site visit available to potential plaintiffs' council," Gobb said.
Comair Flight 5191 departed from the wrong runway and
crashed into farmland shortly after takeoff. A week before the crash,
the old taxiway was barricaded and pilots were instructed to use a
temporary one until the new, permanent taxiway was completed.
Gobb said construction was scheduled to start on that the week
after the crash, but no work has begun.

Man acquitted in death of child who
drank adult cough syrup
jury has acquitted an eastern

ASHLAND, Ky. (AP) — A
Kentucky man charged in the death of a 2-year-old boy who died
after drinking an adult dose of cough syrup.
Harry Duff, 56, of Ashland, was charged with second-degree
manslaughter in the March 1 death of Alex Harris, a nephew of
Iliff's girlfriend. Iliff was arrested at an Ashland hospital after the
boy died.
The jury deliberated for 90 minutes before clearing Iliff on
Wednesday.
Boyd Commonwealth's Attorney J. Stewart Schneider said he
was surprised by the quick verdict after a three-day trial.
Prosecutors claimed (tiff gave the boy cough syrup containing
hydrocodone that had been prescribed to Iliff to make the boy go to
sleep.
Iliff's attorney, public defender Brian Hewlett of Catlettsburg,
said it was a bittersweet verdict for his client, who felt remorse
because it was his medicine that killed the child.
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Hispanic family says cross was
burned in their —yard
Local and federal officials are inves-

ROC1KFIELD, Ky.(AP)
cross
tigating an incident in south central Kentucky where a burning
yard.
was left in a Hispanic family's
two
Nelson Espinoza moved his family into the neighborhood
the
in
lived
has
but
Salvador,
El
from
originally
months ago. He is
United States for five years, he said.
neighborhood, no
A sign that read, "My country. maybe, my
way!" was left with the cross over the weekend.
his wife,
"I'm a little scared. My wife and my brother-in-law and
said.
Espinoza
here,"
stay
to
they are scared. They don't want
cross was
The family's home was broken into the day before the
Sheriff's
County
Warren
the
to
according
left on their yard,
Department.
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GOP falls on
welfare reform
The decision by the Republican leadership not even to
try to pass immigration reform before the election smacks of
punting when they should have gone for a touchdown.
America is begging for tough immigration reform and looking to the Republican Party to exercise its
traditional role of leadership in law and
order issues. But even without a real threat
of a Democratic filibuster, the Republican
Party has tripped over its own feet and
given up its attempt to meet the needs of
the country and of its constituents.
The Republican failure to pass immigration reform despite controlling both
houses and the presidency reminds one of
Hillary's inability even to get healthcare
Morris
reform reported out of committee despite
Advisory enjoying a similar advantage in 1994.
By Dick Morns
Republican voters are not likely to forSyndicated
GOP ineptitude and failure. With a
give
Columnist
30-vote margin in the House and 10 in the
Senate, they will find the lack of action
inexplicable.
The release this week of "Border War," a film produced
by the conservative grassroots group Citizens United, brings
the issue home in a way that voters in general and Republicans in particular will not forget. One can only hope that
congressional Republicans who have failed the country will
watch the movie and reflect on their missed opportunity. The
film will have very wide distribution, by DVD and in at
least 125 theaters throughout the country. (Disclosure: We are
working with Citizens United on a film due out this spring
on our old friend Hillary Rodham Clinton but we had no
involvement in "Border War.)
With more than 10 million illegal immigrants in the
U.S., the GOP failure to pass a bill is hard to understand.
A compromise was practically begging to be reached.
Republican voters supported the Senate bill's earned path to
citizenship and did not see it as amnesty. They know it is
not feasible to return ten million people to their countries of
origin, and they get it that a democracy cannot have a permanent lawless class living in its midst.
On the other hand, the Republican base and the rest of
the country strongly support a border fence. And cracking
down on employers who hire illegals is wildly popular on
both sides of the political divide.
One cannot help but compare the cowardly refusal to
work out a deal on immigration with the bravery on the
part of President Clinton and Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lott (R-Miss) in negotiating a welfare reform deal. In 1996,
the two leaders got together to pass one of the most significant bills since World War II.
The Citizens United film documents how our porous border invited coyotes to exploit would-be immigrants and
invites human trafficking. It emphasizes the risk to the
immigrant and to the country of a border that can be
breached, but only at great danger to those who try it.
But the Republican Party was scared by its talk radio
acolytes into inaction. So fearful were they of aroused Hispanic-Americans on the one hand and angry white males —
and females — on the other that they forgot their duty to
lead and to compromise for progress.
Whether or not the Republicans keep control of Congress
in the 2006 election, their numbers will be reduced. The
chances of a good immigration reform bill will decline proportionally. A splendid opportunity will have passed, and will
not soon return.
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SECURITY & STRIFE

Nova Scotia.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Islamic
The Bush administration is
militants
confronting security troubles
tried to
on multiple fronts: a deadly
storm the
spike in violence in
embassy
Afghanistan, a terror attack
using autoin Syria and a deteriorating
matic rifles,
situation in western Iraq.
hand
The outbreaks brought
grenades and
fresh White House defenses
a van rigged
of its counterterrorism poliWashington
with explocies, and new criticism from
Today
SiVC.5. the
Democrats.
Syrian gov- By Tom Raum
In a conflict President
Associated
ernment
Bush calls a "struggle for
Press Writer
said. Four
civilization," the U.S. also
people were
found itself in the rare posikilled in the
tion of praising one of its
attack, including three of the
usual terror-war villains:
but no Americans.
assailants,
Damascus.
An al-Qaida offshoot group
"Syrian officials came to
was suspected.
the aid of the Americans" in
Meanwhile, Afghan forces
foiling an attack on the U.S.
killed 12 suspected Taliban
Embassy there, White House
militants in fierce fighting in
spokesman Tony Snow said
southern Afghanistan while
on Tuesday. He invited Syria
more than 40 suspected
"to become an ally" in the
insurgents were detained as
broader battle against terrorsecurity forces fought back
ism.
against a surge in violence.
In the past. the Bush
Several southern provinces
administration has been highAfghanistan are gripped
of
contight
the
of
ly critical
by the deadliest spate of
trol that the regime of Syrifighting since U.S.-led forces
an President Bashar Assad
Eileen McGann coauthored this column.
toppled the Taliban after the
has over its people and its
Sept. II. 2001, attacks for
support for the Lebanese
years.
20
for
harboring al-Qaida leader
Clinton
Bill
and
to
Hezbollah
adviser
an
group
guerrilla
Dick Morris was
Osama bin Laden. The scope
Palestinian militants.
Copyright 2006 Dick Morris, All Rights Reserved.
of insurgency has prompted
Secretary of State ConNATO commanders to ask
praised
also
Rice
doleezza
of
CEO
a
is
consultant,
and
Eileen McGann, an attorney
more troops.
for
security
Syrian
of
work
the
VOTE.com and Legislativevote.com. She works with Dick
Bush. in his prime time
the attack.
repelling
in
agents
in
specializing
world,
the
around
Morris on campaigns and
address to the nation on
"I do think that the Syrians
using the internet to win elections.
Monday marking the fifth
a
in
attack
this
to
reacted
anniversary of the 9/11
way that helped to secure
attacks, pledged anew to
our people, and we very
catch bin Laden.
much appreciate' that," Rice
Dan Benjamin, a national
said at a news conference in
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"
.
vs

in western Anbar province,
security analyst with the
Col. Pete Devlin. Zilmer said
Center for Strategic and
International Studies, said the he agreed with the report's
assessment and did not dissurge of violence in
pute news reports that charAfghanistan shows a familiar
acterized Anbar as locked in
pattern. "It is clearly the
•
a military stalemate with
case that tactics pioneered
,
progress.
_ inadequate political
elsewhere, such as Iraq, par
Michael O'Hanlon, a for- •
ticularly suicide bombing,
policy analyst at the
have been taken up in
Brookings Institution, said
Afghanistan," he said.
episodes like the increase in
"There is no question that
there is a global circuit now. violence in southern
Afghanistan, western Iraq and
Technology and strategy and
the bombing attempt in Syria
tactics are being shared
show things are getting
among different groups in
worse, not better. "It's an
different theaters." Benjamin
on our long-term
indictment
added.
counterterror strategy that we
In an Iraq development,
haven't had any great sucthe senior commander of
cess in reducing the longU.S. forces in western Iraq
term trends toward more tersaid on Tuesday that he
rorism," he said.
if
nts
might need reinforceme
The administration is porhis mission changed from
the war in Iraq as
traying
forces
security
training Iraqi
the major front in the war
to defeating the insurgency.
on terror, a linkage that
Marine Maj. Gen. Richard
most Democrats and some
C. Zilmer told reporters in a
Republicans don't embrace.
telephone interview from his
Democrats and Republiheadquarters in Fallujah that
cans traded accusations on
he has enough troops for
Tuesday of politicizing the
now to do the training misdebate two months ahead of
sion.
elections.
Zilmer said his mission
"I think that we had a
was focused on developing
wonderful opportunity last
the Iraqi security forces.
night to listen to the presi"Now, if that mission statedent bring the country
ment changes — if there is
together. He didn't do that,"
seen a larger role for coalisaid Senate Democratic
tion forces out here to win
leader Harry Reid of Nevathat insurgency fight — then
da.
that is going to change the
House Majority Leader
metrics of what we need out
Boehner, R-Ohio, sugJohn
here."
gested Democrats were
His comments followed
"more interested in protecting
news reports about a classithe terrorists than protecting
fied report by the chief of
the American people."
intelligence for the Marines
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Former Gov. Ann Richards dies at 73

Mrs. Margaret Caitus, 98, Murray, died Tuesday, Sept. 12, 2006,
AUSTIN,Texas(AP)-Two
at 6 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
years before she was elected
Her husband, Joe Neal Cathis; two daughters, Margie Ruth governor of Texas, Ann
Cathis and Monie Hooks; five sisters, Bernice Allen, Beatrice Richards electrified the 1988
Taylor, Jesse Puckett, Ardell Colson and Claudia Brubaker; and four Democratic
National
brothers, Ernest, Fred, Enunitt and Eugene Thompson, all preceded Convention with a keynote
her in death.
speech in which she joked that
Born June 16, 1908, she was the daughter of the late David the Republican presidential
Edward and Willie Bell Thompson.
nominee, George H. Bush, had
Survivors include three granddaughters, Mrs. Barbara Moody been "born with a silver foot in
and husband, Cullen, and Mrs. Marcia Brandon and husband, Billy, his mouth."
all of Murray, and Mrs. Margaret Thomas, HopiCinsville; seven
A longtime champion of
great-grandchildren.
women and minorities in govThe funeral will be Friday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Imes-Miller emrnent who was serving at the
Funeral Home. Rev. Elijah Balentine will officiate. Burial will fol- time as Texas state treasurer, she
low in the Matheny Cemetery. Visitation will be at the funeral home won cheers when she reminded
from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
delegates that Ginger Rogers did
everything Fred Astaire did,
Mrs. Susie Brinkley
"only backwards and in high
The funeral for Mrs. Susie Brinkley will be today (Thursday) at heels."
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbeck-Cann & King Funeral Home, Benton.
who
died
Richards,
Eddie Majors will officiate. Burial will follow in the Marshall Wednesday at 73 after a battle
County Memory Gardens.
with esophageal cancer, ended
Visitation is now at the funeral home.
her lone term as governor with a
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the National 1994 defeat to George W. Bush,
Fibromyalgia Association, 2200 N. Glassell St., Suite A. Orange, who not only bested his father's
Calif., 92865.
silver-haired critic but went
Mrs. Brinkley, 57, Calvert City, died Monday, Sept. 11, 2006, at from the governorship to the
12:41 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
presidency.
A lab technician at ISP Chemicals at Calvert City, she was a
A homemaker before she
member of International Association of Machinists Union, First entered
politics, Richards
Presbyterian Church at Calvert City, and the Jayceettes.
cracked a half-century male grip
Preceding her in death were her father, Richard G. Phelps, and on the governor's mansion and
one brother, Roy Phelps.
celebrated by holding up a TSurvivors include her husband, George Brinkley; one daughter, shirt that showed the state
Mrs. Gretchen Mayo Sams, Benton; two sons, Jason Mayo, Calvert Capitol and read: "A woman's
City, and Chad Brinkley, Paducah; her mother, Mrs. Lula Juanita place is in the dome."
Jones Phelps, Calvert City; one sister, Mrs. Valerie Morris, Murray;
She told an interviewer shortone brother, George Phelps, Mt. Juliet, Tenn.; five grandchildren.
ly before leaving office, "1 did
not want my tombstone to read,
'She kept a really clean house.' I
think I'd like them to remember
me by saying,'She opened government to everyone."
Whether or not she succeeded at that, there was no question
she cracked open the door.
Richards
governor,
As
appointed the first black as a
University of Texas regent, the
first crime victim to the state
Criminal Justice Board, the first
disabled person to the human
services board and the first
teacher to chair the State Board
of Education. Under Richards,
the fabled Texas Rangers pinned
stars on their first black and
female officers.
Ron Kirk, the black former
mayor of Dallas, said Richards
helped him get his first political
internship during a state constiAP tutional convention in 1974 and
Navy Chaplain Lt. Gordon J. Klingenschmitt, receives a com- later, as governor, made him
munion and breaks his two-week fast to protest the Navy secretary of state.
"She set the table so somerestrictions on prayer at Navy events, as he conducts a worship service in front of the White House Saturday, Jan. 7, body like me could become
2006, in Washington. Klingenschmitt, on Tuesday, Sept. 12, mayor of Dallas," Kirk said.
She also polished Texas'
2006, pleaded not guilty before a court-martial to a charge of
courted movie producimage,
disobeying orders by wearing his uniform at a protest.
ers, campaigned for the North
Trade
Free
American
Agreement with Mexico. oversaw a doubling of the state
prison system and presided over
rising student achievement
scores and plunging dropout
rates.

Navy chaplain
guilty of wearing
uniform at protest
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NORFOLK, Va. (AP)- A
convicted
chaplain
Navy
Wednesday of disobeying an
order by appearing in uniform at
a political news conference at
the White House said he has not
been "broken" and that he will
appeal - and fight to remain a
chaplain.
"Today, praying in Jesus'
name became a crime in the
United States Navy," Lt. Gordon
Klingenschmitt said during a
news conference after court
adjourned for the day and he
changed into his civilian minister's garb.
A jury of five officers had
deliberated for one hour and 20
minutes during the special
court-martial before deciding
that the Evangelical Episcopal
priest disobeyed a superior officer's order prohibiting him from
wearing his uniform during
media appearances without prior
permission.
The penalty phase began
immediately following the verdict, with testimony from several witnesses. Jurors were to
return Thursday to deliberate the
sentence; Klingenschmitt could
face forfeiture of two-thirds pay
per month for one year and a
reprimand. Klingenschmitt said
he believes he is being punished
for making a political speech in
uniform but that all he did was
pray, and the order permitted
him to wear his uniform if conducting a "bona fide worship
Service."
If I am guilty of worshipping in public, praise be to
God," said Klingenschmitt, raising his arm and pointing and
looking upward."I will continue
to pray in Jesus' name. I will

Thursday, September 14, 240114 • SA

continue to worship in public
and I will not be broken. I have
not yet begun to fight."
Klingenschmitt said senior
naval officials had already
decided to fire him before the
March 30 event, which protested
Navy policy requiring nondenominational prayers outside of
Last
services.
religious
December, the chaplain went on
an 18-day hunger strike in front
of the White House over the
right to invoke Jesus' name outside such services.
"So you tell me, do you think
they're going to let me stay in
said
now?"
Navy
the
Klingenschmitt, who vowed to
appeal the conviction and fight
to remain a chaplain.
Cmdr. Rex A. Guinn told
jurors during closing arguments
that the case is "about an experienced military officer receiving
a clear order to not do something."
The prosecutor said it did not
matter that Klingenschmitt did
not make a speech at the White
said
He
event.
House
Klingenschmitt violated the
order by deliberately engaging
the media when he showed up
without receiving prior permission and handed out fliers to
reporters in which he likened his
actions to the civil disobedience
of Rosa Parks. William J.
Holmes, Klingenschmites civilian attorney, said the order did
not prohibit the chaplain from
participating in a religious
observance.
"Is a prayer a religious rite or
ritual? I submit to you nothing
could be more religious than a
prayer," Holmes told jurors.
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Ann Richards
Democrat
flamboyant
and
Austin, Texas in this Jan. 15, 1991 file photo. Richards, the witty
Sept. 13,
who went from homemaker to national political celebrity, died Wednesday night,
73.
was
She
said.
man
spokeswo
family
a
cancer,
with
2006 after a battle
Throughout her years in
office, her popularity remained
high. One poll put it at over 60
percent the year she lost her reelection bid to Bush.
Republican Texas Gov. Rick
Perry described Richards as -the
epitome of Texas politics: a figure larger" than life who had a
gift for captivating the public
with her great wit."
U.S. Sen. Kay Bailey
said
Hutchison, R-Texas,
Richards never lost her zest for
life.
"I wrote her a note when I
heard about her cancer and she
wrote me back a wonderful letter. She was upbeat and positive
and I think she was going to go
out with guns blazing,"
Hutchison said Wednesday
night.
Richards was diagnosed with
cancer in March and underwent
chemotherapy treatments.
Her four adult children spent
the day with her before she died
Wednesday night at her home in
Austin, said Cathy Bonner, a
longtime family friend and family spokeswoman.
Born in Lakeview. Texas, in
1933. Richards grew up near
Waco, married civil rights
lawyer David Richards and
spent her early adulthood volunteering in campaigns and raising
four children. She often said the
hardest job she ever had was as
a public school teacher at
Fulmore Junior High School in
Austin.
In the early 1960s, she helped
Dallas
North
the
form
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Democratic Women, "basically
to allow us to have something
substantive to do: the regular
Democratic Party and its organization was run by men who
looked on women as little more
than machine parts."
Richards served on the Travis
County Commissioners Court in
Austin for six years before

jumping to a bigger arena in
1982 when her election as state
treasurer made her the first
woman elected statewide in
nearly 50 years.
But politics took a toll. It cost
her a marriage and forced her in
1980 to seek treatment for alcoholism.
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AP
Former Texas Gov. Ann Richards finishes a morning dove
hunt empty-handed and heads back to the barn with a fnend's
dog in a Saturday morning Sept. 4. 1993 photo near Honey
Grove, Texas. Richards, the witty and flamboyant Democrat
who went from homemaker to national political celebrity, died
Wednesday night after a battle with cancer.
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Family Weekend at MSU
to held next weekend
Murray State University's
Family Weekend, to be held
Sept. 22-23, includes an assortment of activities for MSU
students and their families.
The weekend kicks off with
the Mr. MSU pageant held at
Lovett Auditorium on Friday
at 7 p.m. Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority sponsors the event.
Continuing on Saturday,
master lecturer Dr. Pat Williams
from the MSU school of agriculture will make a presentation in the Barkley Room of
the Curris Center from 10 to
10:45 a.m.
All residential colleges will
host receptions from 11 a.m.
until noon, and all multicultural parents are invited to a
meet-and-greet in the Marvin
D. Mills Multicultural Center
in the Curris Center from II
a.m. to 1 p.m. An optional
lunch will be available in
Winslow Dining Hall. Meal
cards will be accepted for MSU
students. The cost is $3.50 for

parents and children.
The Parent and Family Connection Cookout will be from
3:30 to 5:30 p.m. inside the
Roy Stewart Stadium wall. The
Outstanding Parent Award presentations will be made at the
cookout, hosted by Interim
MSU President Tim Miller. The
Outstanding Parents Award is
selected from nominations made
by MSU students. The cost is
$15 for adults and $8 for MSU
students and children 18 and
under.
The MSU football game featuring Murray vs. Illinois State
will bring the weekend to a
close. Kickoff is set for 6 p.m.
The Outstanding Parent Award
recipient will also be recognized
at the game. Immediately following the game, all MSU students and their parents are
invited to a Starbucks Coffee
Social at the Thoroughbrewed
Cafe, located on the first floor
of Hart and Regents residential colleges.

CPR for the Professional
Rescuer offered Sept. 25
The Calloway County Chapter of American Red Cross is
offering "CPR for the Professional Rescuer" (CPR/PR) on
Monday. September 25 and
Thursday. September 28 beginning at 5 p.m. each night. The
class will be at the George
Weaks Conference Room located on the second floor at 607
Poplar Street in Murray.
The course is a prerequi-

To place an
ad call
753-1916 °
LEDGER& TIMES

site for many health professionals, including university students entering the nursing proCourse fee is $50,
gram.
which includes all books and
materials. The chapter is planning to utilize the new course
materials for the class, released
the end of July.
Interested participants are
asked to pre-register prior to
class at the Red Cross office
during regular business hours.
Monday through Thursday from
8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and Friday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
The office is located on 607
Poplar St., Murray. Please call
753-1421 for more information.
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self improvements.
Now you can too.
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Dance lessons start FridFriday
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Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centere
Baptist
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WOW Youth event planned

Woodmen of the World Youth event will be Miniature Golf
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at Maggie's Jungle Golf, Gilbertsville, on Saturday from
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be
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SCV Camp needs help about mark
Veterans has

The local chapter of Sons of Confederate
received a gravestone for the grave of George Daniel Parker
buried at ElmAGrove Cemetery. He fought in the Civil War.
The chapter needs to talk with any family member or descendant of Mr. Parker to receive if they want the marker. Anyone with information call Sandy Forrest at 753-9688.

Schedule of Services for
Bible Study — 9:00 a.m.
Morning Worship — 10:00 a.m.
Fellowship Meal — 11:15 a.m.
Afternoon Worship — 12:45 p.m.
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Confederate
Civil War
vets to
appear at
Mayfield
Ghostwalk

MURRAY

It's Downtown Time.
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Education elected John Wesley
The history of Murray State
Carr as the first president.
University was initiated by
Classes convened in the first
Senate Bill 14, which was
floor of Murray High School
passed by the General
(now Murray Middle School)
Assembly to attend to the
while awaiting completion of
growing demand for profesthe Normal School's first buildsional teachers. The bill called
for the creation of two teachers' ing, now known as Wrather
Hall. Murray High's bottom
colleges or 'normal schools' in
floor housed the Normal
Kentucky dedicated solely to
Students, while the high school
educating and training aspiring
students assembled on the additeachers.
tional two floors.
Though the bill noted that
The spirit that made this
one school should be in the
arrangement succeed until the
western part of the state, an
Normal School's completion is
official location was not detera tribute to those who put forth
mined. Rainey T. Wells, a
such great effort and sacrifice
prominent judge in the
to pave the growth of our comKentucky Calloway Court sysmunity. The Paducah News
tem, approached the Normal
Democrat covered the school's
School Commission and
progress in a Jan. 13, 1924 artiencouraged them to build the
cle, in which President Can
school in Murray.
spoke of this fortitude.
On Sept. I, 1922, Murray
"The architects have given
was officially chosen as the
us a beautiful sketch of what
location for the new institution
the Murray State Normal
and the State Board of

Two hundred students and the faculty of Murray State Normal
Murray High School in 1924.
Building and Pogue Library
School will be when it is completed," Can said. "But beauti- was completed,
Today, Murray State has an
ful as this design is, it is not the
enrollment of more than 10,000
REAL Murray State Normal
students and offers degree proSchool; the real school is a
grams within five distinct colspiritual thing, something not
leges. Known as "Kentucky's
made with brick and mortar,
Public Ivy University," the
but which will grow as the lily
grows when good seed is plant- school has achieved and maintained a strong academic repued in good soil, moistened by
tation and has received high
the rain and warmed by the
ratings in U.S. News and World
sun."
Report and other college rankOpening day for the Murray
ing publications.
State Normal School was Sept.
As the students return to
24, 1924. All students comcampus to begin the school
muted to classes until Wells
Hall was constructed as the first year, it's interesting to recall
the rich history of Murray State
dormitory in 1925.
University. The university has
In 1926, Rainey T. Wells,
flourished in population, culrecognized as the founder of
ture and academics - much like
Murray State, became the secPresident Can's prophesized
ond president. Wells served as
lily.
president from 1926 to 1932,
This year, Murray Main
during which construction of
Street helped initiate 'Great
Lovett Auditorium, Can Health

School are grouped in front of

Beginnings' during the first
MAYFIELD, Ky. — While
weekend students returned to
Graves County may have sent
campus. Merchants stayed
some soldiers to the Northern
open late to support our first
side, the area was predominantDowntown Time for students,
ly Confederate in sympathy.
who were shuttled down to the
In May 1861, a meeting was
square to enjoy the festivities.
held in Mayfield to discuss posThey were greeted by gifts,
sible secession of the Purchase
music and shopping, and many
area from Kentucky in order to
commented that downtown
become a Confederate District.
reminded them of home. All
This movement eventually was
enjoyed the different types of
abandoned and Graves County
shops the square had to offer
remained part of Kentucky
and appreciated the downtown
throughout the war.
welcome.
Murray Main Street would
known
58
the
Of
to welcome back all MSU
like
at
buried
Confederate veterans
students and wish them the best
historic Maplewood Cemetery
of luck throughout this academon Lochridge Street, seven will
ic year. Murray Main Street
be portrayed in a ghostwalk by
promotes progress while prelantern light on Saturday beginserving the past.
ning at 6:30 p.m. Each veteran
Please call 759-9474 and
will be portrayed by a member
join us as a volunteer!
of the Fort Heiman Camp
#1834, Sons of Confederate
Veterans, Murray Ky., assisted
by the Tilghman-Beauregard
Camp #1460, SCV of Mayfield.
transported by boat to an assigned stretch
GOLDEN POND, Ky. -- In honor of up either by boat or by land. Those who to be cleaned up. Hours at LBL's North
Several skirmishes, but no National Public Lands Day (NPLD) and wish to beautify a site accessible from and South Welcome Stations will be from of shoreline. Boat clean-up hours are
also
significant battles, were fought in order to coincide with this special land may begin from one of the three hub 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Hours at Fenton from 8 a.m. to 12 noon. Boats are
especially
volunteers,
transport
to
needed
be
will
Area
Events
Special
&
in Graves County. In 1861 a occasion, Land Between The Lakes sites: LBL's North Welcome Station, Camping
pontoons and flat bottom (Jon) boats.
Confederate training camp, (LBL)National Recreation Area's annual Fenton Camping & Special Events Area. from 8 a.m. to noon.
Call 1-800-455-5897 or (270) 924from
work
to
wish
who
Participants
site
Each
Camp Beauregard, was estab- Fall Shoreline Litter Clean-Up will now and South Welcome Station.
at one 2007 for more information.
captain
volunteer
a
meet
will
boat
will
who
volunteers
with
staffed
be
will
30.
Sept.
place
taking
be
Valley.
lished near Water
will be
Participants can help with the clean- make recommendations on possible sites of several marinas where they
During the winter of 1861-1862
the camp was ravaged with epidemics of diphtheria, typhoid,
cerebral
and
pneumonia,
meningitis. After the fall of
Forts Henry and Donelson the
camp was abandoned.
In 1864 Graves County was
occupied by Union forces under
the command of Gen. Eleazar
Paine. He began a 51 day "reign
of terror, violence, extortion,
oppression, bribery, and military murders." He was known
for executing suspected rebel
spies without trial. An April 29,
1864, order of Major William T.
Sherman transferred him to
Tullahoma Tenn., after Paine
and some of his men were
found guilty of extreme cruelty
and extortion.
Among Paine's victims was
Henry Bascom Hicks who was
killed on the streets of Mayfield
by order of Gen. Paine in
August of 1864. The 18-year
old student accused of being a
spy refused to be blindfolded as
he faced his executioners, saying 1 can look you in eye...."
Col. Edward Crossland, later
a member of the US Congress
from Kentucky's first District,
portrayed.
be
will also
Wounded at the battle of
Paducah, Col. Crossland was
ambushed by guerrillas at
Pryorsburg as he was making
his way home to Hickman. His
Constant
Lt.
Adjutant,
Hardeman Roulhac, was killed
Crossland
somehow
but
escaped. This incident occurred
at the home of Bill Pryor, a
friend of Crossland's and a
Confederate sympathizer
Pvt. Henry George enlisted
in Company A of the 7th
Infantry Regiment in 1861 and
served until the end of the war.
He taught school and ran a variety of businesses in Mayfield
and was elected state senator
from Graves County, served as
State
the
of
Warden
Penitentiary and finally was
Commandant of the Kentucky
Confederate Soldiers Home. He
wrote the definitive history of
Forrest's Kentucky Brigade.
These veterans will join Maj.
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Famous
Name Brands

• Thomasville
• Broyhill
• Henredon
• Lane/Action
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• Kincaid
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
shows
ional
Internat
Cinema
Smithfield Fair returns to
weekend
this
film
French
Murray for Highland Games
"America's top Scottish music group" is
on its way to Murray. Smithfield Fair, which
headlined the first Murray Scottish Heritage
Festival 13 years ago, is returning bigger,
better, and more famous than ever.
The quartet will take the stage at the
Campbell Auction and Real Estate's West
Kentucky Highland Games on Saturday as
part of a musical tradition that includes balladeer Jerry Brown and the Alhambra Pipes
and Drums from Chattanooga. Led by
vocalist/guitarist Dudley-Bryan Smith, the
group will feature tunes from their latest CD,
"Scotland Owns Me."
Smithfield Fair started as a duo with Dudley and wife, Jan. The music changed when
nephew Frank Bladen joined the group on
bodrahn (traditional drum), and is adjusting
to the addition of guitarist/baritone Robert
Smith.
"They just keep getting better," says West
Kentucky Games Emcee Bob Valentine, who
shares the stage with Smithfield Fair a sev-

eral similar events during the year. "Wherever you go around the country, they command the respect of every other group because
of their professionalism, the quality of the music
and their devotion to the tradition — and all
the fun they have."
Entertainment will start shortly after the
Games open at 9 a.m. in Murray's Central
Park. Smithfield Fair will perform a number
of times during the day.
Along with the music, the festival will
feature traditional Scottish athletic events,
food vendors, sheep dog demonstrations,
acoustic music, dance exhibitions and, of
course, the gathering of the Clans.
Information is available through the Murray Tourism Commission at 759-2199.
The Games will end on Sunday with the
Kirkin' o' the Tartans, a special church service offered by the congregation of the First
Presbyterian Church in MSU's Wrather Auditorium at 10 a.m.

Pops to play 'Music of the Movies'
The
PADUCAH, Ky. —
Paducah Pops Orchestra presents "Music of the Movies" Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in the Carson Four Rivers Center.
This is the opening night concert in the Paducah Symphony's second season of the Pops
Series.
Notable movie themes from
"Raiders of the Lost Ark","Star
Wars" and "The Godfather"
will highlight the evening. The
evening will feature guest artist
and pianist, Rich Ridenour. A
noted pianist in both the classical and pops vein, Ridenour
has performed with orchestras

Berkowitz has
around the country, and has occasions.
filled in as conductor for Peter worked Broadway shows such
as "Evita," "Pacific Overtures"
Nero, on occasion..
This evening will be con- and "The Tap Dance Kid."
A special champagne recepducted by Mike Berkowitz, first
seen last season on the Sym- tion for audience members will
phony's Pops Series as its prin- take place in the lobby immecipal conductor. A seasoned diately following the performdrummer and Pops conductor, ance, and audience members can
Mike has been called by John- meet and greet the artist and
ny Green, the great composer conductor. Tickets may be
and conductor, a "Drummer, purchased by calling the PadConductor
Ex traordi naire." ucah Symphony Box Office at
Berkowitz has performed, as (270) 444-0065 or 1-800-738drummer, for Liza Minnelli, 3727. Prices are $45, $37,
Billy Joel, Elton John and Sting and $24 for adults and $37,
and has also conducted for $30, and $21 for students.
Marvin Hamlisch on many

Murray State University's
Cinema International program
continues today through Saturday with "The Window o
Saint-Pierre," a 2000 film form
France.
It is in French with English subtitles and is rated R.
The film, which stars Juliette Binoche, Daniel Autenil and
Emir Kusturica, takes place in

'All About Gourds' at Ice House
MAYFIELD, Ky. — The
Mayfield / Graves County Art
Guild is hosting All About
Gourds at the Guild's Ice House
Gallery now through Oct. 31.
All About Gourds is an exhibition exploring the functional
and artistic possibilities of the
humble gourd. This is the fifth
year for this unique and intriguing show where gourd artists
from across the country are
invited to participate.
More than 20 artists from
California to North Carolina
are exhibiting original work,
which has been finely crafted
in a variety of techniques including wood burning, painting,
and assemblage.
The kick-off for the All
About Gourds is The Gourd
Patch Festival — a fall festival
with a gourd theme this Saturday.

The Gourd Patch Festival is
an outdoor event featuring many
gourd vendors and artists, gourd
craft workshops, activities for
children and free live entertainment including the Murray
State University gourd band.
The KY Gourd Society will
have its GED with a roster of
classes taught by experienced
instructors inside the Guild's
two workshop areas. A farmers market, lots of food and
the Confederate Solders Ghost
Walk in the evening will complete the day.
The Guild is located in the
historic Ice House, 120 North
8th St. (corner of North and
North Eighth Streets) in Mayfield. The Guild is accessible
to individuals with disabilities.
The Guild is open Tuesday
— Friday 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
and Saturday 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.

tucky. Through interactive sessions, panel discussions and hands-on learning experiences
involving successful film professionals and educators, participants will gain an overview and
solid understanding of the critical elements
involved in successful film development and
production.
Space is limited. For further details including information about applying and fees go to
www.kyfilmlab.com and click on Filmmakers
Studio.

Admission is free.

Sept ill niirl
30

POPS I
MUSIC OF THE
MOVIES
Featuring conductor
Michael Berkowitz.
pianist Rich Ridenour
and the Paducah Pops
Orchestra!

Oct. 7. 200i,
SYME-)HONY
7:30 pm
it .1 41

CLASSICAL I
A PAIR OF
FIFTHS
Featuring pianist
Angela Kim

KFL accepting applications for fall studio
LOUISVILLE. Ky. — The Kentucky Film
t.:ab—CKFL-1 is now accepting applications for
its fall Filmmakers Studio to be held October
13715 in Louisville, Kentucky, during the 20%
ItleaFestival. KFL is a non-profit program aiditated to creating andlibppOrting a community of filmmakers and multimedia artists in Kentucky.
The Studio will offer two tracks: screenwriting and production, staffed by industry professionals from Hollywood, New York and Ken-

crime and redemption driving
the plot, director Patrice Leconte gies a psychological drama
about love, obsession anii
human relationships based upon'
the characters of Madame La
and her husband, Le Capitaine:,
There is no charge for admii-.
sion. The film begins at 7:30
p.m. at the Curris Center Theater.

1850 in a small fishing village off the coast of Newfoundland. There, Neel Auguste
gets drunk and kills a man
and is sentenced to the guillotine for his crime. But the
island community has no guillotine and no executioner.
While the logisitcs of capital punishment are being
worked out over several months,
with paradoxes of morality, law,

LAt
Jotr

Robeft Eblbogton.

Beethoven's Piano Concertr r
Shostakovich
4p,
Symphony no. 5
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FESTIVAL OF CHAMPIONS
September 16, 2006
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION TIME TABLE

Eating dinnerfrequently
with your children reduces
their risk
ofsubstance abuse.

Calloway County Alliance
for Substance Abu.se Prevention

L.B.L.
Animal Rescue
11 You Can Eat Chili Supper
And Silent Auction
Where: Camp W.O.W. on Hwy. 641 N.
When: Friday, September 22•6-8 p.m.
Tickets: $10(All-You-Can-Eat) Children 12 & Under Eat FREE!
Menu: Two kinds of homemade chili, Texas toast,
soft drinks & dessert.
All proceeds go directly to benefit animals at the Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
Projects recently completed at animal shelter by LBL:
Turbofans in dog ward; New A/C in cat ward;
New ceding in dog ward; 12 new kennels in dog ward:
Nel, paint throughout shelter interior

SCHOOL

WARM UP PRACTICE
FIELD

PREPARE
TO ENTER
NORTH GATE

PERFORM

CLASSIA
9:20
A
Union City(TN) 8:45-9:15
9:35
Ballard Memorial 9:00-9:30
9:50
A
9:15-9:45
Murray
10:05
9:30-10:00
Crittenden
10:20
A
Cumberland Co. 9:45-10:15
JUDGES BREAK 10:45-1100
CLASS_AA
10:50
B
Muhlenberg So.10:15-10:45
11:05
A
10:30-11:00
Co.
Caldwell
11:20
B
10:45-11:15
Reidlasid
11:35
A
11:00-11:30
Tigg Co.
CLASS AAA
12:05
B
11:30-12:00
Lone Oak
12:20
A
11:45-12:15
Co.
La Rue
12:35
B
Elizabethtown 12:00-12:30
JUDGES BREAK 2:15-2:30
CLASS AAAA
A
12:50
St Charles(MO) 12:15-12:45
B
1:05
Madisonville North 12:30-1:00
A
1:20
12:45-1:15
Calloway Co.
B
1:35
1:00-1:30
Ohio Co.
1:50
A
1:15-1:45
DeSoto(MO)
CLASS AAAAA
Clarlu3ville (TN)1:45-2:15
Arlington (TN) 2:00-2:30
2:15-2:45
Graves Co.
2:30-3:00
Daviess Co.
EXHIBITION
Murray State
2:45-3:15
Racer Band

B
A
B
A

9:30
9:45
10:00
10:15
10:30

11:00
11:15
11:30
11:45
12:15
12:30
12:45

1:00
1:15
1:30
1:45
2:00

2:20
2:35
2:50
3:05

2:30
2:45
3:00
3:15

3:20

3:30

Announcement of Finalists 3:45
Finals Competition 6:00-8:45
Racer Band Performance 9:00
Awards 9:15
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HOUSTON 5, ST. LOUIS 1

MSU SOCCER

Oswalt hurls Astros past Cards

Racers set
to host
Pine Bluff

ST. LOUIS (AP) — The
Houston Astros know they are a
long shot to make the playoffs.
At least, the defending NL
champions
the
enjoyed
end of their
road trip.
Roy Oswalt
pitched
shutout ball
into the ninth inning and Lance
Berkman hit his 40th home run,
helping the Astros bounce back
from a dispiriting loss to beat the
St. Louis Cardinals 5-1
Wednesday in the finale of a
nine-game swing.
"I hope it carries over and

gives us a little momentum
going back home," manager Phil
Garner said after the Astros concluded the trip 4-5. "We need to
re-establish ourselves."
The Astros ended a threegame losing streak and averted a
three-game sweep against a
team they're chasing in the NL
Central.
On Tuesday, Albert Pujols hit
a two-run double with two outs
in the ninth off Brad Lidge for a
6-5 victory.
Chris Burke, starting at second base for the second straight
game in place of slumping Craig
Biggio, had two hits and two
RBIs. Still, Houston was six

5

AP

Houston pitcher Roy Oswalt
threw 8 1/3 strong innings,
giving up one run on seven
hits as the Astros beat St.
Louis 5-1 on Wednesday at
Busch Stadium.

MURRAY HIGH AT MARSHALL CO.
WHEN: FRIDAY, 7:30 P.M. AT CARROLL-TFtAYLOR STADIUM

Northern
Colorado
punter
accused of
stabbing
GREELEY, Colo. (AP) —
There was never any hint ofjealousy or animosity between the
two punters competing for the
starting job at Northern
Colorado — at least, that's the
way it appeared on the football
field.
"Just normal athletic interaction," Bears coach Scott
Downing said. "We have competition at every position. It's
nothing new."
That all changed this week
when the starter, Rafael
Mendoza, was stabbed in his
right thigh after parking his car
outside his apartment Monday
night in Evans, about 50 miles
north of Denver.
Charged in the attack: His
backup, Mitch Cozad.
Mendoza was treated and
released from the hosiptal, but
will miss at least Saturday's
game at Texas State. He told
Denver station KCNC-TV he
was recovering and wished luck
to his teammates.
"I'm looking forward to getting back to playing with my
team," he said. "I'm upset this
happened but at the same time
there's nothing I can do and just
move on."
Cozad, meanwhile, was freed
Wednesday on a $30,000 bond
and faces a charge of seconddegree assault.
"I guess the only identified
motive (in the attack on
Mendoza) at this point in time is
the competition for that position," Evans police Lt. Gary
Kessler said.
Kessler,
to
According
Mendoza was attacked from
behind about 9:30 p.m. The
assailant fled in a black Dodge
Charger. About 10 minutes after
the attack, a liquor store clerk
told police that two men in a car
description
that
matching
stopped outside the store,
stripped tape off the license
plate and drove away.
The clerk gave police the
license number, and the car was
traced to Cozad, who was arrested Tuesday, Kessler said.
The incident was reminiscent
of the rivalry between figure
skaters Tonya Harding and
Nancy Kerrigan. Harding was
banned from the sport for life
after her former husband hired a
hit man to smack Kerrigan on
the knee with a crowbar at the
1994 Olympic trials.
Downing wasn't so sure that
athletic competition was the reason one of his punters attacked
the other. Cozad and Mendoza, a
Junior from the Denver suburb
of Thornton, were competitive,
he said, but no more than players at other positions.
"No different than starting
quarterback or starting right
tackle," he said. "Everyone was
held accountable to the same
level."

games behind the Cardinals in (13-8), who gave up one run and
the Central and 4 1/2 games seven hits in 8 1-3 innings. He
back in the wild card standings struck out three and walked two.
With one out in the ninth, the
with only 17 games left.
"We're so far behind that we Cardinals hit three consecutive
have to win every series for singles off Oswalt for their lone
sure," Oswalt said. "Then we'll run. Trever Miller relieved and
got one out.
just see what it ends up."
Dan Wheeler earned his fifth
Garner said he hasn't
attempted to calculate what it save in seven chances by strikwould take to extend what has ing out pinch-hitter Preston
been a frustrating season for the Wilson.
Oswalt is 4-0 in his last five
Astros (71-74).
"We're not even at .500," he starts, matching his season-best,
said."We can't even start to play four-game winning streak, and
has won five straight September
those kind of games yet."
The Cardinals got only two decisions dating to last season.
runners into scoring position Working with a big lead, he was
before the ninth against Oswalt able to challenge the hitters.

By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State soccer
team is back at home Friday at 3
p.m. against the Lions of
Arkansas-Pine Bluff.
The Racers are coming off a
successful appearance at the
Puma
Skyhawk
Invitational
last weekend,
they
where
defeated
Arkansas State
3-2 for their first win of the season. They also played to a 2-2 tie
with East Tennessee State. The
Racers are 1-3-1 on the young
season.
Through the first five matches, sophomores Rebekah Clay
and Krista Llewellyn lead the
Racers with two goals each.
Senior Sara Struve had scored
one goal.
Through their first five
matches of 2006. Murray State
has out shot its opponents 78-76.
The Lions, 0-3, were picked
fifth in the SWAC western division preseason poll. They lost at
home to Louisiana Tech 4-1, and
had shutout losses at Nicholls
State and Texas-San Antonio.
After the match on Friday
against Pine Bluff, the Racers
play Sunday in Nashville, Tenn.
against Lipscomb at 3 p.m. The
next home match for Murray
State is on Wednesday, Sept. 20
against Evansville at 3 p.m.

MSU Media Relations
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times

first half of last Friday's loss
Murray High quarterback Jordan Garland (14) turns to hand off to tailback Jamie King during the
2006 season this Friday,
the
of
win
first
their
to Hopkins County Central at Ty Holland Stadium. The Tigers will be looking for
Draffenville.
when they face Class 4A Marshall County in

Tigers once again short-handed
MURRAY HIGH LOOKS TO OVERCOME
INJURIES AS 4-0 MARSHALS AWAIT
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Writer
Once again, Lee Edwards
finds himself short-handed in a
week when that's the last thing
he needs.
But the second-year Murray
High head coach's philosophies
haven't changed, and neither has
his commitment to X's, O's and
his players as the Tigers prepare
to take on Class 4A power
Marshall County on Friday at
Carroll-Traylor Stadium.
Edwards will again be without senior lineman Will Kemp,
as well as sophomore tailback
Tyler Glynn. Kemp was lost in
the Calloway County game in
Week 3 with a dislocated shoulder. Edwards said that Kemp's
availability is still a couple of
weeks away, while Glynn will
miss his second straight game
with a hip injury.
Earlier in the year. Edwards
lost offensive threat Jon Jon
Wilson to an ACL injury — the
same injury that took senior
Jordan Belcher from the squad.
"We're always going to go in
and have a gameplan," Edwards
said as he prepares for a
Marshall team that is 4-0 in the
2006 campaign after defeating
Calloway County 47-14 last
week."Our gameplan is to never
surrender."
So far, Murray (0-4) has yet
to reach the win column despite
its best efforts to do so. Edwards
added that his players have

shown resiliency the past couple
of weeks and still believes in
what it's trying to do.
"Every Monday, we come in
and present the gameplan, and
they do their best to execute the
gameplan," he said.
Part of executing that gameplan will be to stop Marshall's
all-purpose threat of junior juggernaut Alan Williams. Last season. Williams amassed more
1.200 yards and 20 touchdowns.
To date this year, Williams has
1,149 yards and 16 scores in 13
out of 16 quarters this season.
"Williams is one of the best
backs I've ever coached
against," Edwards said. "He's a
lot like Jon Jon. He's not very
tall, but in their style of offense,
it's actually what you want.
Some of the colleges that are
interested in Jon Jon run their
style of offense in the shotgun:
Every 0-lineman is in a twopoint stance, you can't see the
back."
Edwards carried the comparison a step further in describing
Williams.
"He has real strong legs. He's
fast, very tough, great at breaking tackles. He's got great balance," Edwards said. "I'd love
to see his stats on yards after
first contact. It's very impressive
to watch him run."
As impressed as Edwards is
with Williams, he's just as
impressed with the Marshall
defense — a unit that has come

Profile
TAYLOR PIERCE

TIGU EMI I MACES
11-2•225•Si

2006 TIGER SCHEDULE
CITSREIT
Q_A.IL
Dyer Co Tenn. (L.,2etk
at Lone Oak ,t.k2Calloway Co# 0. wo
Hopkins Co. Ct. 4.a-n
at Marshall Co,
Bawd 1/ornerier
Open
FuSon City
at Natalia •
at Fulton Co •
Oho Co.
•— e Roy STLATMRT STAMM
— Coss A Rica DOSTACT Goat

Aug 18
Aug 25
Seel. 1
Sept 8
Sept. 15
Sept, 22
Sept. 29
Oct 6
Oct 13
Oct 20
00. 27

Ism

Your choice: A private island or
$1 mike dollars:
$ 1 million dollars
Person you would lite to meet
Brett Fevre
What video game is in your console right rave
NHL 06
The bed football player you
have ever faced:
Andre Flowers
(Dyer Co.. Tenn)
If I had to lye on my own cooking, I would only eat
Steak
Viriptbd ly Nidissl

together in the last three years.
"I've been saying this now
for a year The most impressive
thing about what they do is their
defense," Edwards added.
"They've really improved their
defense from his first year to
year three. Scott Shelton does a
great job. They're physical.
sound and pretty stingy."

2006 DISTRICT STANDINGS
Ctassu—Dismo
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0

3-0
2-2
2-2
1-3
0-4

Fulton Dry
MOW
Fullon County
Mad aernonat
Mum

Ties WEEK'S GAMES
Way al Mosoleil Co
Minima vs Ur/on Co.
Baird karrnalalIL MELeari Co
Fulton City vs Mitro Lullistan.19
Fulton County vs Portsgalle, Mo.

2006 TIGER STATS
Wrap
Opponents

00
42

00
48

13-20
10-147

07
47

TEAM STATISTICS
MHS
38
Rat Dove%
fluthee-Yeds 158-493
172
10.39-3
81)3
1b111‘11018
14-5
Forableetait
Parallise-Vads 29-202

=sr

OPP
81
147-973
741
33-73-1
1815
7-3
32-261

OMB

Pealeas Swims
Miami — Glynn 50-240 TO, King 40189, Moon 28-113; Darcus 11-34,
Whereon 8-17, Garland 13-12,
Stephens 3-1. Heskett 2-3. Wells 1-1
Hottschuh 1-0.
%Seam — Garland 10-30-3 172 TO
Rowan — Dacus 1-50. Glynn 3-42.
King 3-38 Keay 1-43
-Titan and Inclivickal

Is provided by
Greg(*Wel

Razorbacks struggle to recover from 2005 loss to Vanderbilt
LITTLE ROCK(AP)— Arkansas had
about a half-dozen chances to put the
game away.
All Jay Cutler needed was one.
The Razorbacks hosted Vanderbilt last
September in the second week of the season, and at that point, both teams were

bnmming with optimism. Arkansas was
coming off a blowout win in its season
opener. The Commodores? They were 10, also, and not used to such a lengthy
undefeated run.
the
Vanderbilt shocked
Then
Razorbacks 28-24, and the two teams

headed in opposite directions.
"That was tough, awfully tough,"
Arkansas coach Houston Nu* said this
week. "Wasted opportunities — game
which we really felt we were going to
win.... But then again, you've got to give
it to Jay Cutler."

Cutler threw two fourth-quarter touchdown passes — the second was the gamewinner with 26 seconcLs Jeft — and the
Razorbacks never really recovered.
Arkansas lost 70-17 at Southern
California the following week and finished a disappointing 4-7.

Lacey
State's
Murray
Latimer, a Murray High product, will lead the Racer soccer team in its return home to
face Arkansas-Pine Bluff on
Friday at 3 p.m.

UK FOOTBALL

Burton
ready to
shine for
Wildcats
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Keenan Burton saw the military
members dressed in their
fatigues in one section of
Commonwealth Stadium last
Saturday night and then remembered what week it was.
A year ago during Military
the
Night,
Appreciation
Kentucky wide receiver ended
up being taken off the field on a
golf cart after breaking his foot.
The year before that — again
during Kentucky's second game
of the season — Burton aggravated a brokskwrist injury that
sidelined hinWr the rest of the
year.
And while Burton didn't
think about it much in the first
half of Kentucky's 41-7 win
over Texas State last week, as he
walked onto the field for the second half and saw the members
of the Kentucky Air National
Guard and soldiers from Fort
Knox packed into section 114,
his stomach started churning.
"When it got closer to the
third quarter, that's when I got a
little nervous because that's
when I broke my foot last year,"
he said. "I was just like. 'God,
get me through this game. and
I'll do anything you want me to
do."'
Burton did make it through.
walking off the field on his own
as the Wildcats (1-1) gained
some much-needed momentum
heading into Saturday's SECopener against Ole Miss(I-1 ).
Now for the first time since
II See BURTON, 38

1
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HIGH SCHOOL FOOTBALL PREVIEW: CALLOWAY CO. VS. CRrrrENDEN Co.

s
Lakers looking to lift off against Rocket
D. ROSE
CALLOWAY HOPES TO CONTAIN CRITTENDEN ON HOMECOMING NIGHT AT JACK
Laker Profile

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Wnter
If it's been said once already
this year, it needs to be said
again: The Lakers' biggest
opponent is themselves.
That glaring fact shined
brighter than the full moon last
Carroll-Traylor
at
Friday
Stadium in Marshall County,
where 10 penalties for 85 yards,
compounded by four fumbles
and two interceptions, handcuffed Calloway County in a 4714 loss to the Marshals.
But like anything else in
sports, that was then ,and today
is a new day.
Still, it discourages secondyear CCHS head coach Josh
McKee! to know that his squad
continually "shoots itself in the
foot."
"To me, penalties and
turnovers are signs of an undisciplined football team. There's
no doubt about it. and that all
starts right here," McKeel said,
while knocking on his wooden
desk during his weekly press
conference. "It's a direct reflection of myself and our staff, and
I guess that's what bothers me
the most. We know what the
problem is — we just have to fix
it."
Calloway will try to forget its
past and forge forward Friday,
when it hosts Crittenden County
in its home opener at Jack D.
Rose Stadium.
After three road games and
one neutral-site game against
Murray High, the Lakers are
happy to be home to celebrate
Homecoming festivities against
the Rockets.
Crittenden County, coached
by Al Starnes, is 1-2 on the
young season:The Rockets lone
win came in Week 2 against
Logan County. They suffered
their first loss of the season,
falling 48-21 to Caldwell
County, and then were shocked
by Union County, which
grounded the Rockets 54-7 last
week.
"I was surprised by that boxscore," McKeel said of the Union
County win. "We haven't seen

AARON DOSSEY

s 44
flUT 1111/1111BIACIR
0-4•115• $1
Yew choice: A private island or
$1 ninon dollars:
$1 million
Favorite Movie:
"Friday Night Lights"
TV show you watched as a kid
that you will watch todar
"Fresh Prince of Bel-Air
If I had to live on ney own cooking I wouW only oat
Steak and potatoes
Favorite vacation spot
Myrtle Beach

much tape on them yet. But I
know that any Al Starnes team is
going to be ready to play,
regardless of what their win-loss
record is."
Only five starters return for
Starnes, whose team took a big
hit because of graduation.
Crittenden does return one of
the Second District's top twoway players in Jacob Courtney.
The 6-foot-3, 2I5-pound tight
end and linebacker highlights a
team that has taken a more runoriented approach behind an
offensive line that has an average size of 271.7 pounds.
Sophomore Jeramie Sorina
saw some time in the backfield
last fall and figures to be a big
part of the Rockets offense, as
well.
McKeel is not stranger to
having to defend teams that run
the ball well. His team has been
tested early with a list of who's
who among running backs.

— Tr
812 •
31-1
1-18.
—Se.?2-5-042.
4-113
fiEurer
1-7

Dyersburg racked up 227 yards
on the Lakers to open the season; then Graves tacked on 354
in Week 2. The Lakers shored
things up against Murray, holding the Tigers to 137 yards. But
at Marshall last week, they gave
up 185 — 150 of which was
compiled by standout tailback
Alan Williams.
McKeel knows his defense is

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Nathan Clymer looks for some running room against the Marshal defense last week. Clymer
and Calloway are set to host Crittenden County Friday in the Lakers' first home game at Jack
D. Rose Stadium this season.
coming along, but he insists that
giving a team multiple opportunities because of penalties never
helps. That's something that he's
seen enough of and would like
to witness something a little different on Friday.

"1 want to see us play a way
that gives us an opportunity to
win," he added. "We're a much
better football team than to get
beat 47-14. We competed with
the likes of Graves County and
Dyersburg, and yet we go to

Marshall County and lay an egg,
so to speak.
"We don't come out and play
the way we teach them to play. If
we're able to play the way that
gives us an opportunity to win, I
think we'll be OK."

GOOD LUCK

Good

LAKERS

LAKERS!
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SCOREBOARD Garcia close to perfect; Liriano not
Haverstock
Insurance Agency

/4!
Insurance

Van HaverStOck

Nobody can protect your A1,/TS2
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL STANDINGS
American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Ntliw York
88 56.611
Boston
77 68.53111 1/2
lbionto
76 70.521
13
Baltimore
63 82 43425 1,2
Tampa Bay
57 88 39331 1(2
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Detroit
87 59 596
—
85
60 586 1 11
Minnesota
84 62 575
Chicago
3
68 76 472
18
Cleveland
Kansas City
56 90 384
31
West Division
W
L Pct GB
—
Oakland
83 62 572
Los Angeles
78 68 534 5 1/2
74 72.507 9 1/2
Texas
14
Seattle
69 76.476
Wednesday's Scores
Oakland 1 Minnesota 0
Chicago White Sox 9, L A Angels 0
Toronto 10. Seattle 0
Texas 11. Detroit 3
N.Y Yankees 8. Tampa Bay 4
Kansas City 6 Cleveland 2
Baltimore 4 Boston 0
Today's Games
Minnesota (Bomar 5-5) at Cleveland
(Lee 12-10). 6.05 p m
Tampa Bay (Shields 6-7) at N.Y.
Yankees(Wang 17-5), 6:05 p in
Boston (DiNardo 1-2) at Baltimore
(Loewen 5-5), 6:05 p.m.
LA Angels (Escobar 10-13) at Texas
,Volguez 1-4), 7:05 pm
Seattle (Washburn 8-13) at Kansas City
10.Perez 5-7). 710 p.m.
Friday's Games
Baltimore (Penn 0-2) at Detroit
(Bondertnan 11-8), 605 p m
Boston (Beckett 14-10) at N `I Yankees
(Karstens 1-1), 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota (J.Santana 18-5) at
Cleveland (Cannona 1-9), 6.05 p m
Tampa Bay (Seo 3-10) at Toronto
(P-Ialladay 16-5), 6:07 p.m
Seattle (Cruceta 0-0)at Kansas City
1.Hudson 7-5), 7:10 pm
LA Angels (Weaver 11-2) at Texas
(Teleda 4-3). 7-35 pm
Chicago White Sox (Garland 17-4) at
Oakland (Loaiza 9-8). 905 p m.
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National League
East Division
W
L Pct GB
—
90 55.821
New York
74 71 510
16
Philadelphia
73 73500171/2
Florida
21
69 76.476
Atlanta
63 83 43227 1/2
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
—
77 68.531
St Louis
72 73.497
5
Cincinnati
71
74
6
490
Houston
66 80 45211 1/2
Milwaukee
18
60 87 408
Pittsburgh
58 88 39719 1/2
Chicago
West Division
L Pct GB
W
77 68.531
—
Los Angeles
75 69 521 11/2
San Diego
4
73 72 503
San Francisco
69 77 473 8 1/2
Arizona
9
68 77 469
Colorado
Wednesday's Scores
Pittsburgh 6, Milwaukee 3, 1st game
Milwaukee 2. Pittsburgh 1 2nd game
Houston 5. St Louis 1
Philadelphia 6, Atlanta 5. 1st game
Philadelphia 7 Atlanta 2. 2nd game
Anzona 4, Washington 2
N Y Mets 7 Florida 4. 11 innings
San Diego 10 Cincinnati 0
LA Dodgers 6 Chicago Cubs 0
Colorado 9, San Francisco 8
Today's Games
San Diego (Hensley 8-11) at Cincinnati
(Harang 13-10). 1135 a.m.
LA Dodgers (Kuo 1-4) at Chicago
Cubs (Miller 0-1), 1:20 p.m
Colorado (Cook 9-13) at Sari Francisco
(Cain 12-9), 2:35 p.m
Philadelphia (Moyer 2-1) at Atlanta
(James 9-3), 6 35 p.m
Friday's Games
Cincinnati (Arroyo 13-9) at Chicago
Cubs (Mateo 1-3). 1:20 p.m
N.Y Mets (P.Martinez 9-5) at Pittsburgh
(Maholm 7.10), 6.05 pm
Milwaukee (Ohka 4-5) at Washington
(Ortiz 10-13). 605 p m
Florida (Willis 10-11) at Atlanta (Cormier
3-4). 635 pm
Philadelphia (Myers 10-6) at Houston
(Clemens 6-4), 7-05 pm
San Francisco (Schmidt 11-8) at St
Louis (Suppan 11-7), 7110 p.m
Colorado (I3 Kim 8-10) at Anzona
(Webb 15-6(840 p.m.
San Diego (Wells 2-3) at L A Dodgers
(Maddux 12-13). 940 p m.

By The Associated Press
Freddy Garcia was nearly
perfect. Francisco Liriano was
far from it, and now must wait
until next year to try again.
A pair of AL races tilted a bit
Wednesday as a pair of aces
went in different directions.
Garcia took a perfect-game
bid into the eighth inning before
Adam Kennedy singled with
two outs. The Chicago White
Sox coasted, beating the Los
Angeles Angels 9-0.
"I knew I had a no-hitter
going, but I was trying not to
think about it and keep making
my pitches," Garcia said.
Liriano's highly anticipated
return to the Minnesota rotation
came to a sudden halt when he
walked off the mound in the
third inning because of elbow
trouble. A strong Rookie of the
Year candidate, the All-Star lefty
is done for the season, manager
Ron Gardenhire said.
"The last two pitches I threw,
I felt a pop and it really hurts,"
Liriano said. "This was disappointing. I just have to wait and
see."
The Twins lost to Oakland 10, cutting their wild-card lead to
1 1/2 games over the White Sox.
AL Central-leading Detroit

AP

White Sox pitcher Freddy Garcia delivers against the Los
Angeles Angels dunng Wednesday's action in Anaheim, Calif.
Garcia pitched perfect ball until Adam Kennedy singled with
two outs in the eighth inning, as Chicago beat the Angels 9-0.
lost again, 11-3 to Texas, and
remained I 1/2 games ahead of
Minnesota. Chicago closed to
three games behind.
In other AL games, it was:
New York 8, Tampa Bay 4;
Baltimore 4, Boston 0; Toronto
10, Seattle 0; and Kansas City 6,

TENNESSEE NOTEBOOK

Vols' defense changes before Gators
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The loss of cornerback Inky
Johnson means changes in the
depth chart for Tennessee this
week against Florida.
Secondary coach Larry Slade
doesn't seem very concerned.
Junior Jonathan Hefney will
move from starting at free safety
to cornerback in place of Inky
Johnson, who was released from
the hospital Wednesday after
receiving surgery for an injury

•Burton
From Page 1B
his freshman year in 2003,
Burton heads into conference
play healthy and the unquestioned leader of a quickly
improving Kentucky passing
attack that already has six touchdowns, equaling the team's total
from all of last year.
.With that health, though,
comes attention from opposing
defenses. A lot of it. Against
Tegas State, Burton often found
hithself covered by a cornerback, a linebacker and a safety.
"I've never had that before,"
Burton said. "But (offensive
coordinator Joker) Phillips did a
great job of moving me around
and getting me in single coverage."
Burton found enough space
to catch five passes for 80 yards,
and all that attention opened
things up for the other wide
receivers, namely Dicky Lyons
Jr., who has already caught four
touchdowns and is averaging a
whopping 27.6 yards per catch.
"As long as I keep everybody's attention, he's going to
have a great year," Burton said
with a laugh. "In the end. I just
want to be successful as a group
and potentially make plays on
the outside because everybody
was kind of down on the receiving corps this year."
'Could you blame them?
Heading into the season, the
most experienced returning
wide receiver on the team after
Burton was Curtis Pulley, who is
now the backup quarterback.
Yet through two games. one
of Kentucky's biggest question
marks has become/one of its
biggest surprises. The vertical
passing game has returned, with
Burton and Lyons leading the
way. Now, instead of wondering
who to line up across the field
from Burton, coach Rich Brooks
isn't lacking for volunteers.
"The receivers, it's a good
problem right now because
we're trying to figure out who to
play because everybody has
done something pretty good,"
Brooks said. "All that will help
Keenan, I think, as we go
through."
Which in turn should help the
Burton's
Among
offense.
Kentucky
the
is
fans
biggest
offensive line, which doesn't
mind how quickly the offense is
getting off the field after touchdowns. Seven of Kentucky's I()
touchdowns so far this season
have come on drives that lasted
less than five plays, giving the
line plenty of time to rest.
"A one-play drive as nice,"

Cleveland 2.
Liriano was 12-3 with a 2.19
ERA before leaving a start
against Detroit on Aug. 8 with a
strained ligament in his arm.
Despite a shaky rotation, the
Twins tried to be especially
careful with his return. When he

showed no signs of problems
during a rehabilitation start for
last
Rochester
Triple-A
Saturday, they thought he was
ready.
Liriano got through the first
two innings against the As in
quick order. But after giving up
a bloop single to Nick Swisher
to start the third, Liriano threw
ball one to Bobby Kielty and
that was it.
Liriano slumped off the
mound, and trainers and manager Ron Gardenhire rushed out of
the dugout. Liriano slowly
walked off and fans at the
Metnxiome gave him a standing
ovation.
"Obviously he won't be
pitching again," Gardenhire
said. "Something is in there
bothering and continuing to stop
him. ... Obviously when he gets
in a game and puts a little extra
torque in there, something is not
right. We have to make sure we
stop it and do what we have to
do."
Liriano had an MRI exam
after the game, and thoughts
immediately turned to Tommy
John surgery, a ligamentreplacement procedure that typically keeps pitchers out for more
than a year.

from a hard hit in the Air Force
game.
"We have all along developed that kind of flexibility.
Jonathan has been able to play
corner and safety," Slade said.
"It's not really a big deal."
For Tennessee's dime package. the Vols will use junior
Antonio Gaines and freshman
Ricardo Kemp, defensive coordinator John Chavis said.
Freshman Antonio Wardlow_
could also rotate in.
Coach Phillip Fulmer called
Kemp "one of the greatest kids
on our football team."
"He's a fantastic person and
has done anything we've asked
him to do," Fulmer said.
Kemp redshirted last season
after playing receiver, defensive
back and tailback at Warren
(Ark.) High School, the same

school attended by ur receiver
Bret Smith.
Kemp came to Tennessee has
a receiver and was moved to the
secondary last fall. He moved to
tailback in spring practice and
then back to defensive back this
summer.
'The one thing he showed us
was his character and his toughness and he's intelligent,"
Fulmer said. "He said, 'Coach I
just want to play.—
"I know one thing-he'll fight
his rear off. He's not afraid,"
Fulmer said.
Defensive tackle Justin
Harrell ruptured a biceps tendon
in the Air Force game and was
expected to not play again at
Tennessee because he will need
surgery. But Fulmer announced
Wednesday Harrell has been
cleared to play Saturday. It will

be his last game before surgery.
It's unclear how much
Harrell will be able to play.
Defensive end Turk McBride
was slated to replace him in the
starting lineup before his return
was announced.
Because of Air Force's tripleoption offense. Chavis said he
had a hard time determining
how well the defensive line did
after Harrell left the game.
"Last week was a different
deal. We played really well in
the California game. Our guys
played extremely hard last
week," Chavis said.
"I probably didn't do enough
to help them, and you learn in
those situations. Obviously we'd
treat practice a little differently
if we had to play that kind of
offense again and hopefully we
won't have to."

siAll OPENING
SEPTEMBER 15, 2006
3:00 p.m to HO p.m.
AP

Kentucky wide receiver Keenan Burton eludes Texas State's
Jervoress Crenshaw (29) after making a reception during the
first half of last week's game at Commonwealth Stadium. For
the first time since his freshman year in 2003, Burton heads
into conference play healthy and the unquestioned leader of
an improving UK passing attack.
center Matt McCutchan said. "1
don't think (our) defense likes it
though. but it's nice to have
Keenan healthy. I think as long
as we stay healthy, we can compete with anybody."
While Burton is anxious to
see what he can do over the
course of a season when he's
healthy, he's hardly overconfident the injury bug is behind
him.
If the last two years have
taught him anything, it's that it
only takes one play for your season to take a drastic turn, a point
that was driven home in
Kentucky's season-opening loss
to Louisville, when Louisville
running back Michael Bush — a
longtime friend of Burton's —
broke his right leg.
Bush's injury has added an
ironic twist to their friendship.
The last two years, it was Bush
helping Burton get through the
frustration of being injured, now
it's Burton's turn to help Bush
deal with adversity.
"I was talking to him the
other day and I told him my
stats, and he told me 'Well, you
got past week two finally, you
could be laid up like I am now.—
Burton said.
For the first time in a long
time, he's not, welcome news

for a team desperately trying to
return to respectability.
"I think we've shown that
(offensively) we can play,"
Burton said. "We've just got to
stay humble and not get ahead of
ourselves. It's just nice to be out
there contributing for once."

Lindy Suitor
Wm WOO Ward Agar
To saw co ma ea ~ones
caeca us Way,
4011 NAM Si,• 753-51141

TV Sportswatch
Today
BASKETBALL
11 p.m.
FSN - FIBA. World Championship for
Women preliminary round U S vs
Russia. at Sao Paolo, Brazil (someday We)
COLLEGE FOOTBALL
6:30 p.m.
F SPN - Maryland at West Virginia
GOLF
3 p.m.
SPN - PGA Tour, The 84 Lumber
Classic first round at Farmington Pa
4 p.m.
TGC — Nationwide Tour, Bosse Open
first round. at Boise Idaho
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
1:10 p.m.
WGN — L A Dodgers at Chicago
Cubs
6:30 p.m.
Philadelphia at Atlanta
ESPN2
TBS — Philadelphia at Atlanta
PREP FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
FSN — Shreveport Evangel La at
Southleke Carroll, Texas

Come join us for FREE FRIDAY!
Bat for FREE Opening Day Only*
Located in Murray-Calloway County Parks
810 Arcadia Drive, Murray, KY
Hours of Operation*
Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday-Friday 3:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Hours subject to change with Season and/or Demand
*Weather Permitting
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whithell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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Blue
Eyes,
Great
Smile,
He's Our
Hero
Our
Pad!

HAPPY 70th
BIRTHDAY
Help Wanted

75,3-I001

JUST give us a call,
well be glad to help.
Your loved one well
try to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916
LOST: black Lab in
vicinity of 121 and
Bonn Road Wearing
white flea collar & camouflage collar. Child's
pet 519-6262,
752-0835
REWARD: $500 cash,
no questions asked.
LOST 12-Year old big
male chocolate lab.
disappeared 8/06
around 5:30p m .
Beach Rd. Kirksey
area, wearing orange
collar w/I.D. tags
489-2950. 293-8578.
293-8579

COMPUTER
Operator/Data
Specialist for a growing small business.
Utilize specialized software to manipulate
database files and
process computer
lobs. Experience with
Databases &
Spreadsheets
required. Salary plus
benefits. Send resume
and letter of application to Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 North
12th St., Suite G,
Murray, KY 42071.
EXPANDING office
equipment dealer in
need of experienced
service technician for
northwest Tennessee
and west Kentucky.
Canon, Sharp, networking & color expenence a plus. Benefits
provided. Fax resume
to 731-588-0343.
FARM Industnal Diesel
Mechanic. Pay
depends on expenence. Send resume
with references to
1870 North Market St.
Paris, TN 38242
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Hotel. Apply in
person after 600PM.
JASMINE Thai restaurant Olympic plaza
now hiring servers and
dishwashers. Apply
between 2-4 Must be
available weekends
No phone calls

,I ors Holt %NI!
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for RN's and LPN's for
a full-time position
Must be able to work
days afternoons 'and
alternating weekends
We offer an excellent
benefit package
Apply in person at
Brotthaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton. KY 42025
EOE'AAE No phone
calls please
(3-f
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for C N.A.'s and qualified applicants for nurs,ng assistant training
We offer an excellent
benefit package for fulltime employees
Apply in person at
Brathaven of Benton
Street
Main
2607
Benton, KY 42025
EOE'AAE No phone
calls please
CHILD care center is
now accepting applications for child care
providers to guide children birth through 12
years Apply at 109
South 15th Street
Murray
John's now
PAPA
accepting applications
for shift leaders Must
have one year reetau
management
rant
experience and flexible
hours Applications can
be pocked up at Papa
John's. Murray No
phone calls please

V

MAL

MOM COMPUTERS
As Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556

OFFICE POSITION AVAILABLE
West Kentucky Allied Services, Inc., presently has the following full time
position available in Calloway County: Community Service Block
Grant Outreach/Social Worker.
Desirable Qualifications: High School Diploma and/or College Diploma
and/or expenence, Knowledge of Calloway County resources and social
programs: Computer Literate

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING iunk cars,
trucks, tractors and
metal boats. 436-5235

Responsibilities Include: Assisting low-income people, ability to work
independently, responsible for administering the Low-Income Home
Energy Assistance Program, and Weatherization.

Y

Landscapes. Inc.
Landscape dis isiim has lull
tune opening Must lusc
lands‘ape installation cap &

safe Liming history Good
pas & benefits asallable
rn pe non 11 t 4 2P41
s
512 S.
MEDICAL office needs
a Nurse Practitioner 23 days per week
Please send a resume
to P0 Box 463
Murray. KY 42071

Applications for the position can be picked up at the WKAS Central
Office, 222 West Water Street, Mayfield or 607 Poplar Street, Suite C.
Murray. In order to be considered, the application and/or resume should be
received no later than 4:30 p.m., close of business day September 22.
"This projectfunded via a contract with the Cabinetfor Health and Family Services"
EOE

The Murray Calloway Transit Authority is offering for sale to the highest bidder
in a sealed bid auction the four 14 tvehicles described below
#10
#8
an
#12

1998 Ford 10 passenger mini bus (Diesel'
2001 Dodge 15 passenger van IGas)
1999 Dodge Mini van (Gas
1999 Dodge Mini van (Gas)

PART time medical
records clerk needed
for busy physicians'
office Flexible hours
Computer knowledge a
plus Send resume with
references to PO Box
1040-H, Murray, KY
42071
PART time office work
Resumes only to 108
North 12th Street.
Murray
PART time position
Counter help in copy
center Must be able to
work 1PM-5PM M-F
Applications may be
obtained at Copy Plus.
1301 Chestnut

Now hiring full time
service manager.
Must work weekends
& have open
availability. Resume
required. No phone
calls, please.

Terms of Sale
All vehicles are sold as is " and "where is"
Absolutely no warranty is expressed or implied.
Bids will be closed on September 20,2006 at 1:00 PM
The Murray Calloway Transit Authority has the right to reject any and all bids

060
Hip Wanted
OUIZNOS is looking
or part-time employ
ees for the daytime
shill Call 753-8880
THE
and
Allergy
Asthma Clinic has a
position open for an
LPN, Monday through
Benefits
Thursday
available, pay commensurate with expenence Send resume to
2957 U.S. Hwy. 641N
Murray, KY 42071.
UNIVERSITY Heights
Apartments is seeking
a part time mainteperson. 10
nance
hours per week. Salary
with
commensurate
experience. Apply at
1734 Campbell St or
call 759-2282
WALLIS Stained Glass
has immediate full time
opening for work in
stained glass Apply in
person 2985
Butterworth Rd
489-2613

Do you want to do
better for yourself?
Are you a hard worker?
Do you feel you should
be earning more?
Join our professional sales team.
Established Local Company.
No overnight travel.
Work for a proven leader fl our field
Paid training.
Call: 270-415-4405 ext. 233
N1CTA is hiring for a
Part-time Transit Driver.
Qualifications are: Must be at least 21 years old
Valid K1 Driser's License
MO-School Diploma or GED
No musing ilraftki siolations in the past 2 years
No drug or alcohol charges within 7 years.
AU qualified applicants must pass a prr-emptoy ment testing before being considered am further.
DOT Drug and Akohol Test
I/01 Physical
Criminal Record Check
Please submit application at Murray Calloway
transit Authority located at 607 Poplar Suite B.

753-9725

HOME cleaning
services 227-7129
cleaning
HOUSE
Linda 759-9553
HOUSECLEANING
office cleaning 4892829. 489-2376
KIDZTOWN Academy
accepting
now
is
Openings
infants'
available 6 weeks to
preschool' Call
761-5439 today,
NOAH'S Ark Child
Development Center is
now accepting enrollment for children ages
6 wks-13 yrs We specialize in care for 2nd
as
well
as
shift
Saturdays We also
offer age appropriate
curriculum as well as
staffs that are participating in the GOA pro
gram For TOM infor
matron. please come
by or call 767-0791

Patient Service Representative
Spanish Bi-lingual
are looking for hard-working. ambitious indisidualls ready In be a part of a dsnamic team.
Qualified candidates must possess a High School
Diploma or equisalent. A customer service background preferred and a desire to learn required.
Come be a part of this exciting opportunity.
Excellent benefits. Health Insurance & 40IK.
Send resume to:
Pulmo Dose Pharrnacs
120 Max Hurt Drist
Murray. K 42071
Attn: Human Resourree

753-9075
(270)227-2193
APPlilecu
iligill
BRAND new dishwash
er Color didn't match
5300 OBO. 474-1420

Large SelectIon
CASH paid for used
Dish Network boxes.
866-860-0110
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air condibaseboard
tioners,
heaters. Used carpeting. 753-4109
JUNK cars & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633.
TOP prices paid for
standing timber.
270-345-2438
USED grain truck.
Single axle. 753-5726

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
on the sTJare
753-1713
160
Home Furnishings
MOVING: Must Sell:
Dining table & chairs,
kitchen table & chairs,
couch & love seat. All
in good to excellent
condition. Call
753-3290

Artid091

MURRAY-CALLOWAY
HOSPITAL

DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Murray-Calloway County Hospital
located in Murray, Kentucky
has an opening for a
Director of Information Systems.

Primary responsibilities include: Provides
technology vision and leadership for developing and implementing information technology. Develops, coordinates, guides and
maintains IT systems strategie and operational plans. Manages an IT staff.
Responsible for the quality and quantity of
services for the department.
Req_uirements: Bachelor's degree in
Computer Science, Information Systems or
related field. Minimum of five years of progressive experience in managing functions
and departments dealing with information
handling, work flow and systems. Three or
more years of direct management of an IT
operation is preferred. Experience should
include exposure to in-house and outsourced
systems, multiple hardware platforms, and
integrated information and communications
systems.
Submit resumes to: Human Resources,
MCCH, 803 Poplar Street. Murray. Ky.
42071; fax (270)762-1905; e-mail resume to
ktravisq murrayhospital.org. Additional
information may be obtained by calling
270-762-[908.

MCCH is an EOE.

Taking applications
for all positions. Day
& night. Apply in
person at Sonic,
217 S. 12th, Murray.
No phone calls.

HIRING
Restaurant Management

Emplost

Expansion opens doors for
proven sales professionals.
Advertising sales opportunity
Earn $35,000+ first year
Western Kentucky Territory.
Home every night.
Salary plus Comm & bonuses
Call: 270-415-4405 ext. 233

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

Can Terrell Tidwell

For Sate

Send resume to:
11e are an Equal Opportunit
Marmadve Action.

DIRT
DADDY'S
TOP SOIL

150

COUNTY

NOW Hinng front desk
Apply in person only.
Holiday Inn Express
Hwy 641 N. Murray
PART time Drug
Technician needed 3-4
days per week. No
experience necessary
Training will be provided. Retirees encouraged to apply. Call
(270)566-4939
between 8am -8pm

IMMEDIATE
OPENING

Instructions for Bidders
Sealed bids must be delivered to the Murray Calloway Transit Authority 607
Poplar St., Murray, KY 42071 attention to Hjarne Hansen, on or before 1:00 PM
on Thursday, September 20, 2006.
BIDDER'S NAME AND BIDDER'S CONTACT INFORMATION MUST be printed on the OUTSIDE of the bid submission envelope, along with the number or
description of the vehicle or vehicles that are being bid on.
Vehicle Inspection Opportunity
Inspection of vehicles will be allowed between the hours of 3:00 PM to 500 PM
prior to the bids completion on September 20, 2006.

4„

Best the County has

Want to Buy

You must be a resident of Calloway County to submit an application to:
John Tedder, Executive Director WKAS
P.O. Box 176
222 West Water Street, Mayfield, KY 42066

060

PHOTOGRAPH\
Lynn's Studio
Wedding • Senior
Vintage and Fun Photos
Restorations

Help Wanted

Salary: Negotiable annual salary with excellent fringe benefit package.

Love, Pawn, Lori, Michele
4.•„d!
:

FREE gift w/$10 o
more purchase. Place
an order wandependent Avon rep. 270-2277959 after 5PM M.F.
weekends anytime

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

VISA

Management
PO Box 9225
Paducah, KY 42002-9225
Full time (10PM-6AM) nurse/medicine aid. Preferred CNA, but will
train. Pleasant working conditions, if
you are a "night owl" who enjoys
working with the elderly. Apply in
person at 1505 Stadium View. EOE

A -

LEFT hand) PSE
Thunder Flight compound bow: set-up for
hunting.
Arrows,
release, extra broadheads, case, all acces.
Like new, $325.
435-4656
15' trampoline, $25.
swing set, $20. old
Pepsi machine, $150.
270-435-4098,
270-293-5381
2 Rainbow Vacuum
cleaners, less than 1
year old.
(270)753-8989
prom
CINDERELLA
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614

DUMP trailer. 1992
aluminum,
CMC,
frameless, 28', 102"
wide, good condition,
731-498$12,000.
6449

FIREWOOD for sale
270-227-9910

4 used spinet pianos
See at CSH Music in
Paducah, KY
(270)217-2409

FIRST Presbyterian
Church is tearing down
to build anew with
many good items that
must go. accordion wall
806. pews 8ft. & 10ft,
5 ton Rudd 3 phase air
conditioner unit plus air
handler plus more. Call
753-6460
FOR sale a new 12x20
storage building, has 3
sets of doors
270-753-4575
FREE
DISH Network 4-room
Satellite system.
America's Top 60
channels for only
$19.99/mo. Get your
choice of HBO.
Cinemax, Starz, or
Showtime FREE for 3
months. FREE DVR or
HD upgrade. Beasley
Antenna & Satellite.
759-0901
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD Televisions.
Plasma, LCD, DLP, &
CRTs. Brands by:
Toshiba, Sony, LG,
Zenith. & JVC. We
also have a large
selection of entertainment centers & TV
carts. Beasley TV
759-0901
OFFICE desk. washer
& dryer. '92 Cougar,
misc items. 753-4109
PLAYSTAT1ON 1 & 2
GAMES Now solcVtraded at Wood Electronics
on the Court Square
Huge Selection, Great
Prices! 753-0530
RIVER rock. 753-5490
after 5PM.
STRAW for sale, $2.25
bale 489-2436 If no
answer, leave message

Sports Equipment
MUST sell! 1988
ProCraft bass
boat/crappie rig.
Yamaha ProV 150HP.
Tree lounge deer
stand w/ bow platform,
$225. 435-4432,
978-0587

music
PRIVATE
instruction by Conny
Ottway. Violin/Fiddle,
Guitar, Mandolin, Viola.
436-2902

COMPLETELY set up
1/2 acre, $10,500
753-6012

18X80, new air, under
pinning, secluded
neighborhood, large
carport. 2BR 2 bath
$19.900
(270)293-9940
1997 Fleetwood Ltd.,
3BR 2BA, all appliances w/ washer &
dryer, storage bldg.,
setup in local MH park.
270-293-2132
2BR 2BA, 11 acres, 3
stall barn 24x30 1 car
garage with shop.
$52,000 492-8500,
293-8156
WOW! 3 Bedroom 2
Bath with fireplace only
$25.9951! Land availablell Call
731-584-9430
4 BEDROOM 2 BATH
vinyl/shingle
Singlewide only
$26,999ff Call now"
731-584-9429
3
AWESOME!!
Bath
Bedroom, 2
only
Doublewide
$39,99511 Call now"
731-584-9109.
rental
EXCELLENT
property or starter
home. 2BR with fenced
in 1/2 acre shaded lot
$11,900. 753-6012

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & I lines

ESTATE AUCTION

The Late Cady June. E:tatr.
Anxis Farms"

Absolut- e Land Auction

Saturday, Sept. 16, 2006 • 10 a.m.
At the home of the late Mrs. Grace Locke
4516 Vimzora Road - St.Rt. 2603 Benton, KY
Off Hwy. 402 or Old Hwy.80. Signs posted.

e)

M

Saturday, September 30th, 2006 @ 10:00 AM

LOCATION: 513 Thurman Road, Murray, Kentucky (The Lynn Grove Comm.)From Murray Take Hwy. 94
West 4.6 Miles To Thurman Rd., Go North 1/2 Mile To Property, From Lynn Grove, KY
Take Hw .94 East 1.3 Miles To Thurman Rd., Proceed North 1/2 Mile To Site, Sites Posted!!

Drop leaf table & 6 chairs - 21 recliners - wall mirror & wall decoration
glass top breakfast. table & 3 chairs - table lamps & tables - French
Pros ineial bed - desk & dresser- king size waterbed, 4 drawer pedestal,
lighted headboard - portable TV - other color TV - floor lamp - twin stack
betia - electric lift hospital bed. iron bed - old lamp bases - couch & chair
- frost free refrigerator - drum table - old guilts - throw rugs - 11112 dinner bell - 2 door cabinet - old cookbooks - auto. washer & dryer - pressure canner - pig cookie jar - canister set - footed bowl - Pyrex shaker set
- red handle biscuit cutter - flatware - Corningware - Pyrex baking dishes - Fireking mixing bowls, oak leaf on bottom - 8 stem goblets - set of
pottery dishes - Sheffield set of dishes - maple leaf dishes - ladies &
liens watches - nice set of cookware - small kitchen appliances - pots &
pans - towels - sheets - tablecloths - iron stone bowl - small cedar box crochet patterns and books - old kerosene lamp & wood holder Tupperware - kitchen utensils - electric heaters & fans - Ken Holland
Never Thirst picture - other old pictures - Aladdin lamp - bar stool small chest freezer - blue fruit jars - old glass & china - glass jars
w/glass wire lid - 2 door metal cabinet - old kitchen cabinet top - redwood picnic table - chrome breakfast set & chairs - straight chairs - old
meat cleaver - 8 milk cans - metal lawn chairs - tricycle - push lawn
mower - cross cutsaw - water hose & reel - Poulan 308A chain saw - Echo
line trimmer - old fro & mallet - old scales - 350 Honda 4 wheeler frame
- old corn sheller & box - old church pews - come out of Soldier Creek
chair - old sled - lawn trailer - 18 h.p riding mower - and much more.

S.

Farms On Thurman Road
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123.584
ACRESAmpro
In 16 Tracts & Combinations

ini-Farm Tract,

DAN MILLER 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 435-11211
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767-9223 ACCTIONEEIO•
Vieun,141 & Bonded in KY & Tenn. e 1281 Firm 233.;

S
OIL

I hunday, September 14,lege•SB

REAL LSTATE TRACTS- Tract 1 Prestigious 3 Bedroom Bnck Houle With Carport St 1 Baths Open Flour Plan In bung Room With fireplase thuitq Rusen. Kitchen Offers Unlimited Cabinet Vac.
Casa Features: Column Front Porch. Old Stock Barn, Bayed Storage Shop, Mature Shack And Colorful Landscaping All Sitting On 7..409 Acres Tract 2* 1.065 Acres Tract 3* 2.410 Acres With Old Home
Slime Asd Metal Tobacco Barn Tract 4• 2.410 Acres Tract 5$ 6.425 Wooded Acres Tract b9635 Acres Tract 70 17.430 That IP 5.503 Acres Tract 9* 5.403 Trim les 5.452 Acres Frontage. Oa J.W.
%Mins Lase: Tract Hs 5.165 Acres Open And Waxied Tract I2* 5.165 Acres Tract IP 5)72 Acres Tract 14• 14.902 Acres. Fermin On Therm= attired IS' 2.879 Acres. Tract 16' 31 159
Acres *Calloway County Farm Service Agency Fenn! 1204 Tract /3540 Having 744 Acres In Cropland, With Farm Bases Of Wheat 32.2 Acres. Corn 34.8 Acres. Soybeass 341 Acres. Tract f3541 Having
31.1 Acres Cropland With Bases Of Wheat 16.1 Acres, Corn 16.1, And Soybeans 15 Aar& DCP Total 2006 Annual Income Of $2,453.00 Dollars.

A.I.JCTIC)24)

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!
Saltairtany, Sculpt- Zara, At 1000 A-/VL
1300 Colonial Rd, Near Murray, Kentucky
From Murray Take Hwy 641 N To The New Hwy 80 4 Lane, Proceed NE 3 Miles To Van
Cleve Rd, Turn Right,Proceed 3/10 Mile To Colonial Rd, Turn Lett And Proceed 1/10
Mile Or Takz '-hity 94 East 1 5 Miles To Van Cleve, Turn Left And Pr•oceed NE 2 Miles
VelIflf Mica, 3 attactroorn Brick Moms
A Groat Location Sitssatetri On 1.10 Acres
Plus An Additional 1.12 Acres Lot
Purchase. Thor Homo a Lot Or Oath Lots
A Total Of .2.22 Acestal "The Rayburn Property"'
.....,

SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT• LUNT STERLING SILVER - FOSTORIA - FURNITURE. TOOLS

FURNITURE- Westinghouse Refngenitor, GE Washer & Dryer, Chest Type Deep Freeze. Round Kitchen Table w/ 6 Chairs. China Cabinet. Maple Dry Sink. Glass Door Curio Cabinet
Small Drop Leaf End Table, Maple End Tables, Nice Odd Couch, Swivel Rocker, Oval Coffee Table w/ Queen Anne Legs. Cloth Recliner. Zenith Console TV. 13" Portable TV, Console
Sewing Machine, Nice Wood Childs Rocker, Beautiful 3 Piece Small Post Bedroom Suite {Bed w/ Box Springs & Mattress, Dresser & Night Stand), 2 Piece Bedroom Stine (Bed W/ Box
Springs & Mattress & Night Stand), Quilt Rack. Faholoos Odd Dresser. Outstanding Small Post Odd Bed. 5 Drawer Metal Filing Cabinet. 4 Drawer Metal Filing Cabinet. GLASSWARE- 6
Fostona Berry Bowls, 5 Fostoria Stemmed Glasses w/ Platinum Ring, 8 Fostoria Etched "Meadow Rose" Stemmed Glasses. Nice Punch Bowl Set (Punch Bowl. Cups & Pedestal). Shawnee
Corn Bowl. Pyrex. Corning Ware. LUNT STERLING SILVER- 40 Pieces Malvern Pattern Including 9 Dinner Forks. 8 Salad Forks. 8 Spoons. 8 Dinner Knives. Ladle. Pickle Fork. Butter
Knives, Serving Spoon. MISCELLANEOUS- Microwave, Rainbow Vac, Mirrors. Pictures, Wicker Baskets. Flat Irons. Linens. Outstanding Camera Collection & Accessories iRolleiflex
Made In Germany, Canon AE-1. Polaroid, Mamiya C330 Professional Camera). Milk Cans. Poulan Chain Saw, Skil Saw, Pipe Wrenches. Ladders, Welder. Air Tank. Old Mowers, Weed Eaters.
Childs Swing Set. Fuel Tank. Gas Cans. Hand & Garden Tools CAR- 1984 Oldsmobile Delia 88 Royale BOAT. Crownline Fishing Boat 4 Cylinder 120HP Inboard Motor w/ Trailer_

Auction field At The Cody Jones Home Place 513 Thurman •REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT 10•00AM REGARDLESS OF PRICE
BUY ANY TRACT, COMBINATION, OR ENTIRE PROPERTY!• Call For Detailed Brochure or Visit: •wiskotaact
REAL ESTATE: 15% Down Day of Sale Balance in 30 Days. Buyer Will Be Required To Sign A Lead Based Paint Waiver
PERSONAL PROPERTY: Cash or Check Day of Sale. With Proper Identification.
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Freshly Remodeled Nice 3 Bedroom- 2 Bath Brick Ranch Style Home
New Carpet ,Tile And Hardwood • New Energy Efficiency Heat Pump • Recent Roof
Formal Living_ Room • Open Kitchen • Separate Dining • Den With Fireplace
Step Down Family Entertainment Room • Porches And Patio Deck • Trees
Plus A 15x26 Masonry Utility Building
j

1 5% Down With Minimum
erms:
Purchase -17
Delposit Of $3,000.00 Per Tract, Balance 30 Days

SEVEN FORD AND CHEVY TRUCKS
97 Ford F-250 Dsl•'97 Ford F-150 Gas• 95 Ford F-350 Dst Flat NKr
•'94 Chevy Pickup•492 Ford F-150 Extenda Cab, 4x4•'78 Chevy 3/4
Ton Vacuum Truck•135 Chevy Blazer 2 Door, V-8, 4x4

M
I

1 992
unum,
102"
dition,
1-498-

Goittlfato Sottiosnont Day Of Sakti
R. CASH

1 '71.£ AUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
1.40
FANCY FARM, KY- 270-623-8466
"THE SELLING MACHINE"
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Auction Company

OHP.

Jodie Brooks.
Auctioneer
(270)767-0046
Cell: (270)293-9046

Location: Henry Mansfield Road: Henry. TN
Directions: From Paris or McKenzie take Highway
79 to Henry Mansfield Road. Turn onto Henry
Mansfield Road & Proceed Approximately 5 Miles
to Sale on The Right & Left. RAIN OR SHINE!
Thursday.September 21 • 4PM
I+/- Mile of Highway Road Frontage - Young
Timberland infested with Deer & Turkey with
Numerous Food Plot Areas & Recreation Trails
Throughout. Excellent Opportunity for development
only Minutes from Downtown Pans, TN and Only 5 +/Miles off 4 Lane Hwy 79. Very Pnvate & Wildlife
Abundant Numerous Good Building Sites or Would

Make Excellent Mini Farms.
• New Owner will Control 2006 Hunting Rights.
inder
rge
ath

Ltdappliler &
bldg ,
park

• To be offered in tracts and as a whole.
*NO BUYERS PREMIUM*
Auctioneers Note: Don't Miss an Opportunity to Purchase
Land at Public Auction where you set the Price
TERMS: 20% Down Day of Sale in Cash or Good Check
with the Balance Due on or Before October 12th Seller will
pay for deed only 2006 Taxes Prorated. Titk Opinion
Available day of Sale All Announcements Day of Sale Take
Precedence Over All Advertised Media

RIDGEhy
AILJItC1111 431 NI

eta
as, 3
1 car
)0,

FtEAIMFFL:
481104

Darrell Ridgely
Auctioneer and Real Estate Broker • +5437
4930 Terry Road • Cedar Grove, Tennessee 38321
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
731-987-2847 or 731-694-6213
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
3
Bath
only
now',

rental
starter
fenced
ed lot
12

remodeled

1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.

We accept Section

AUCTION

et up

Newly Remodeled
1BR $290.00
2BR $340.00
3BR $425.00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants.
Office hours 8-2
Mon-Fn
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NEWLY

.nos.

orTlale

2BR
ATTRACTIVE
Clean, quiet, no pets,
washer/dryer hookup.
Lease, deposit. 641S.
492-8634

inside & out New paint,
Terry Shoemaker,
new carpet, new heat &
1932 Redbud Rd.
Auctioneer
air. 415 S. 10th. $425.
42036
Dexter. KY
Home:(270)759-4424 759-4696, 293-3710
Cell:(270)210-0483
NOW LEASING

We are licensed in Kentucky & Tennessee.
"If you want it sold, we want to sell it!"

music
Conn
'iddle,
Viola.

320
Apartments For Rent

LIVE Oak Apts.
JANIES

..~mr.ff w.-11aam MEM SW /R-CaasE-s-ic11C.warm

dorm

JaincitIce am
s.it.MIlitIM
2088 States Route 45 North - Mayfield. Kentuicky 42066
Dale Hay Harris - Broker Sr Atat-Hticirrisier
(270)247-3253 OR 1-1100-380-4310
Visit our uriabeits: ereriat.harriarauctions_com
I'! .11•11 11,1/1h1\ , li)R NON/

i tr 0
.....--

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartment,
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

2 or 3 bedrooms 2
baths, kitchen, living
room, all electric.
2 or 3 bedrooms 1
large bath. Appliances
furnished for both. 4892116
SMALL
north,

2BR
$235

8mi.
plus

deposit. No pets.
753-8582. 227-1935

2,822 sq.ft. office o
retail. 1306 N. 12th
753-2905 or 293-1480

8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375

Call Todayl
753-8668.
SOUTHWOOD
Condominiums. All
appliances Included.
767-9948
Houses For Rent

360

Storage Rant*
A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 720 S. 4th St.

270-436-54%
270-293-6906

1

& 2 bdr income

based apts. No pets
Leave a message
270-753-1970

1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray
downtown
starting at $200/mo.
753-4109.
1. 2. 3 apts. 753-1252
or 753-0606
1.2, & 381R apts available. Please call
753-8221.
1BR some utilities paid,
no pets. $240.
767-9037
1BR, all appliances.
Oaks Apts., starting at
$275 Coleman RE
759-4118

2BR duplex at 1304
Valleywood $.400 a
month 293-7738 or
293-1446
213R, 2Bath duplex.
90213 North 20th St..
nice. $600/mo.
Available October lrst
753-5344
4BR 28A, all appliances. central HiA Ask
about move-in free
days Coleman RE
753-9898

429-7008
Ext-S021
2, 3, & 4 bedroom.
Lease & deposit
required. 753-4109
2BR, IBA, 5 min. north
of Murray. No pets.
$475/mo. 759-4826
BEAUTIFUL 4BR 2
bath home next to
MSU $1,150 per
month 1 year lease.
Please call Gail
753-1011
BEAUTIFUL 48R 2
bath home next to
MSU. $1,150 per
month. Please call Gail
753-1011
BRICK

ranch

3BR

1 BA, mowing furnished. $550 a month.
Kirksey area.

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunty alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600
1E1
Commorical Prop. For Rant
707 South 12th Street
South Center. 1,200
sq.ft., 710 sq.ft. 7531252. 753-0606
APPROXIMATELY
1,500 sq. ft. bnck
office building.
Frontage on 121
Bypass. (Dr. Scott
Foster's office).
753-2225 or 759-1509
COMMERCIAL or retail
750 up to 3,000 sq. ft.
restrooms,
C/G/H,
parking,
of
plenty
excellent location near
iudicial building. 404 N.
4th St. complex.
759-3772.

AKC Registered
Golden Retriever puppies. Excellent bloodline, $250. 395-8396,
205-0562

1 58A. Appliances furnished No pets_ Lease
& references required
270-753-7522
SMALL 28R 1 bath
Shores
Panorama

$295 plus deposit
978-0742

household items, women's clothing, lots of small sizes
& some medium & larger sizes Kitchenware, collectible glassware. eke furniture, entertainment center. Chnsmtas decorations. books (some Harlequin
Romance novels), pet care Nem, kitchenware incl.
pots & pans, toys, etc 759-4257

TENNESSEE Walking
Horse. 13 y.o. mare.
No papers. 14.2 hands.
shown 4H and Saddle
Clubs. Great kid horse.
S1.200. 270-293-6091

Yard Sale

5 PARTY
YARD SALE
121 Bypass
behind Calloway
Chiropractic
Sat•7:00AM
sports cards, toys,
advertising, 50s-60s
stems, golf equipment, stained glass
windows, antiques,
Coca-Cola,
NASCAR

GARAGE
SALE
Hwy 121N 2 story
house before
Calloway/Graves
Co. line
Th., Fri., & Sat.

DOG Obedience
Master Trainer.
436-2858
hamster
MOTHER
died Her babies deperately need hamster
milk & little hamster
blankets_ No crank
calls. please Call 2933518
kittens
SIAMESE
wormed
Shots &
males $100
731-885-7405

GARAGE
SALE

1ellocitliNgidse
3

1410 Dudley Dr.
Fri & Sat • 6AM-,

HORSE trailers to
sale. 28' with fuN living
quarters. 24' 4 horse
trailer, 2 horse pull
behind. $1,500 all three
0130 270-435-4098,
270-293-5381

Barbie Jeep, kids'
clothes, name brand
clothes: Tommy, Fox.
A&F. Limited, nice
home decor including animal print, bird
houses. cookbooks
& magazines

11

too much to mention

furniture, wicker.
recliner, ladies'
plus clothes, boys'
& girls' clothes,
kitchen &
Christmas decor_

name brand XXL
men's clothing.
unused twin comforters, bedding,
decorating items,
women's clothes

807 S. River Rd.
Fri., 9/15 &

YARD
SALE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
1542
MOCKINGBIRD DR
MARTIN HEIGHTS
SUB.
FRI & SAT
7:00AM-6:00PM
Furniture, women's
clothes, books, toys,
girls clothes, odd
items, kitchen table
& chairs

YARD
SALE

room'

more

womens clothes. girls 10112. Vacuum.
computer games. car cassette-am-fm radio
came out of a 2000 Dodge.

1717 Wiswell
Rd., crossroad
Doran & 16th
Fri & Sat • SAM

paperback books,
old trophies. lots of
trinkets' If raining.
will be inside living

furniture, kids'
clothes, lots of
toys, bicycle, much

rugs. curtains, throws, plate racks, plus siz;

1514 Canterbury
Fri • 8:00

nice living room furniture,
curtain, rugs, glassware.
china, table & chairs,
treadmills, dishes, nice
clothes. shoes

1304 Larkspur,
Campbell Estates
Fri., 9/15 &
Sat., 9/16
SAM-1PM

2 deer rifles, 50 cal muzzleloader.
household items pictures tablecloths, area

GARAGE
SALE

7AM-?

YARD SALE

MULTI FAMILY YARD SALE
1 501 LONDON
CANTERBURY SUBDIVISION
6.30-NOON
SATURDAY
HO trains-tracks-switches etc etc..

BIG CLEAN
OUT SALE

1613 Sunset Blvd.
Sat.. Sept. 16
7AM-?

AKC Shih-Tzu Unique

colors. $250 males,
$300 females.
731-642-5151,
731-336-1494

753-3705. 293-5500
NICE 38R 1BA. 28R

51 Rockville Ln: 641N from Murray turn
left @ Flint Rd., then right, next left onto
Wrather Rd., follow signs to Rockville Ln.
Saturday •8:30AM-? • No early sales

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available.
753-2905 or 753-7536

2 Bed FORCLOSURE!
Buy for only $8,710!
For listings Call 800-

MULTI HOUSEHOLD
PRE-MOVING GARAGE SALE

YARD SALE
1633 Catalina Dr.
Fri & Sat • 5-12
treadmill. black 6
drawer dresser wintirror, headboard &
nightstand, bikes,
baby clothes & toys.
speakers,
microwaves, cable
modem. Stampin. Up,
Christmas tree, &
household items

2-FAMILY
GARAGE
SALE
1716
HOLIDAY
THURS,
FRI & SAT
8-5

201"8Brookhaven
Fri., Sept. 15 &
Sat., Sept. 16
power generator,
quilting frames,
misc.

YARD SALE
4040 Murray
Paris Rd., next
to Green Plains
Church
Fri & Sat • 7-?
large women's
clothes, girls'
clothes 10-teen,
holiday household
decor, new treadmill, lots of stuff.
Cheap!

YARD
SALE
414 N. 4th St.
Fri & Sat • 7AM-?
antiques. furniture.
TVs. computer.
desk & chair, misc
items. Everything
must go'

2 PARTY
YARD SALE
505 Meadow Ln.,
2nd house on left
on Meadow Ln.
from Sycamore
Fri., 9/15 &
Sat., 9/16
8AM-?
lots of household
'toms glassware
fHrnittirp ninftipc
lots of ruse

YARD
SALE
Sat., 9/16
8AM-5PM

94E to 280, 2nd
rd. past East
School to right.
811 Cohoon
Rd.
Fri., Sept. 15
7AM-?
something for all

YARD SALE
905 Main St.
Fri & Sat • 7-2
baby clothes 0-4, car
seat, stroller,
playpen, radial arm
saw, drill press, truck
tool box, ceramic
molds. greenery. '96
GMC & '96 Dodge
trucks

WAREHOUSE
SALE
Behind Bowling
Alley from former
Owen Food Mkt.
Fri., 9/15 &
Sat., 9/16
8AM-3PM
stainless steel pans
used refngerators,
bascarts metal shelving odds & ends

430
Bali Bibb

DUPLEX for sale 1492
94 West 38R, $85,000
0130 (270)978-1221
Haley Professional

Appraising
'for •Wiaf it's worth"
(2701759-4218

CLASSIFIEDS

613 • Thursday, September 14, 2006

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
Associates
*Watkins
Needed Fleiable hours.
You
S:
•ADVERTISER
Earn $500- $1000+/
can place a 25-word month part-time. Start
classified ad in 70 while keeping your curKentucky newspapers rent lob No investment
for as little as $250 with required. Free details
one order, one pay- wynni k738.com
ment. For information,
INSTRUCTIONAL
contact the classified
department of this *Attend College Online
newspaper or call KPS from home •Medical,
1-502-223-8821
Business, •Paralegal,
'
'Computers, •Criminal
BUILDINGS
Justice Job placement
*Steel Building Sale! assistance. Computer
Direct
"Manufacturer
provided. Financial aid if
since 19801" Other qualified. Call 866-858Example. 2
sizes.
1
2
1
35x50x17 $9900 (no WNW OnlineTidewaterT
door). Quick delivery. ech com
$5800
25x40x14
MEDICAL
(Limited Qty.) Front
end optional. Pioneer.
*Absolutely no cost to
1-800-668-5422
you!! All Brand new
wheelchairs,
power
BUSINESS
and
beds
hospital
SERVICES
Immediate
scooters.
• Attention delivery Call Toll Free
Homeowners: Display 1-888-998-4111 to qualhomes wanted for vinyl ify.
siding, windows, roofs.
Guaranteed *At No cost to you.
baths.
wheelchairs/
financing! No payments Power
2007. Scooters, hospital beds.
March
until
Starting at $99 month. Call Toll Free 888-4466603.
Call 1-800-251-0843.
ANNOUNCEMENTS

EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
*Sawmills from only
$2,990. Convert your
LOGS to valuable LUMBER with your own
Norwood portable band
sawmill. Log skidders
available.
also
www.norwoodindustries.com- FREE information: 1-800-578-1363
Ext.: 300-N

*Drivers: Class A CDL
Drivers Needed Now for
positions
Local
Louisville
Georgetown Areas (2 yr
recent exp required)
Power 8 6 6 - 2 7 0 - 2 6 6 5
•New
Wheelchairs, Scooters www.abdrivers.com
Absolutely no cost to
you Call toll free 1- •No Experience- No
Job??? No Problem!!!
866-346-4046
CDL Training- Job
MISCELLANEOUS
placement $740-$940
wk No money down.
*Drastically reduced!'
buildings!' Lodging, meals, transSteel
general portation. Hiring in your
Workshops,
area today' 1-877-554storage 25x30, 30x40
Farm 45x80, 51x140. 3800.
Will
Crated.
Still
Sacrifice!! 1-800-4627930 x82

FOR RENT

TRUCK DRIVERS
*Find affordable rental
on
HELP WANTED
housing
WWW.KyR ents.org! Free
Driving
Truck
41
searching, free listings!
$50,000School.
the
by
Provided
year.
first
Housing $75,000
Kentucky
for: Werner.
Equal Training
Corporation.
Swill, CA England.
Housing Opportunity.
Financing!
Student
Tuition Reimbursement!
HELP WANTED
100% job placement
*Estate Planning Sales! assistance: 1-800-883We provide qualified 0171 A-50
leads, pre-set appointAmerica's
ments, product training *Driver:
Training
and sales support. Premier
income Company! Company
$60K-$80K
Prier sponsored CDL training
potential!
outside/in-home sales in 3 1/2 weeks. Must be
experience required. 21 Have CDL? Tuition
reimbursement! CAST.
866-769-7964.
800-553-2778
Hottest
the
*Sell
Covenant
Product in Insurance *DriverHistory' $0 Premium Transport has opportuAdvantage nities for CDL-A dnvers
Medicare
in your area' No matter
with Part-D included
$1,250-$2,000 what your experience
Earn
weekly NO prospecting level is, we have what
or cold calling Very high you re looking for Now
Lifetime hinng students, solos
closing
renewals. Lite & Health teams, lease purchase
License Required. Call and 0/0 s Call Today'
ext 866-684-2519 EOE
866-224-8450
501 8

Most
*Want Home
Weekends with more
pay? Run Heartland's
Regional'
Ohio
$.45/mile company drivers $1.22 for operators!
OTR
months
12
Heartland
required.
1-800-441Express
4953 www.heartlandexpress.com
WANTED TO BUY
*I buy old guitars, tube
amplifiers and old tube
or nbbon microphones
Gibson, Martin, Fender,
Marshall, Gretsch and
others. Call 502-641-9001k

753-3853

1

42:11als Property

now selling lots located
1.3 mi. South 121 on
Neale Trail. City water.
underground utilities.

270-436-5701 • 270-293-6456

All Real Estate adver
tised in the newspape
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discnmination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national ongin,
or an intention to make
any such preference.
limitation or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
this newspaper are
available on an equal
'
opportunity basis
TRIPLEX for sale,
great indocile, serious
inquiries only Call and
wave message at
270-753-3966
TWO story brick apartment building with 5
two-BR units Excellent
income -producer
1125,000 See listing
127720 at
wwwalltheiistings corn
270-753-4109.
270-227-1545
The P,
muttra,
270, •

KY Lake Barkley, 2.9
acres only $129.900.
220 ft dockable shoreline. Ideal location
offering privacy in a
desirable setting. Big
shade trees, west facing to lake Surveyed
with a new county
maintained rd, water.
electric 8 protective
CC&R's. Build a legacy of family memories
on the lake where
water. woods 8 nature
blend together Call to
arrange a pnvate
showing
(270)350-6816
Lots For Sais
Meadows
MISTY
Subdivision next to
Oaks Country Club Lot
acres.
61
#30,
$20,000 Lot #31, 67
acres. $23,000. Buy
for
$40,000
both
Water district, natural
gas 227-5759
WEST Calloway
County Devetoprnent
Lots for sale in Landon
Hies Subdivision or will
build to suit 210-3781
559-2032

gilts For US
i to 300 acres. West
Calloway. 469-2116,
leave message.

1572 Mockingbird, Murray, KY
Martin Heights •270-978-0185
$179,900
2,042 sq. ft., 3BR 2BA, formal hying and dining room, large family room, eat-in kitchen,
hardwood floors, large fenced lot.

Relish

REDUCED! 3 bed
room. 2 bath, 10.5
acres. 1 mile SW
school, heated shop.
horse barn, equipment
shed. $210k 753-9212,
753-3992

zimiven

753-7728

NEON BEACH
lUlitllP"'
MINI-STORAGE 191111111
111-41 ,
'All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

Iv Jacqueline Blvar

Wilight's
tOMMECO

FOR SALE BY OWNER:

r

Horoscope
WORM'S
TURF & TREES

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
**** Aim for everything end
2006:
16,
Sept.
Saturday.
more. You might want to rethink
You aim for positive change. As
your desires. Extremes mark
you are goal-directed and know
communication. Listen to what
• Sod Installation • Picku
exactly what you want, success
your instincts say about a family
becomes likely. You could be
member. You need to evaluate
easily distracted, especially if your feelings. Tonight: Where
Richard Price • Jeremy Workman
your friends are.
you find yourself involved in a
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
play. Do whatever you
power
Office (270)435-4090
a stand. Think,
need to do to make your home **** Take
Cell (270)293-8035
study and decide on the most
life more easygoing and less
appropriate course of action.
demanding. Know when to say
You might want to change your
you have had enough and estabmind or head in a different direcUsed Cars
lish a greater sense of independ- tion. Use your instincts, and you
"ed 1 ence
strength.
and
will make the right choice.
C & C Renovation and
1994 Corvette 34,000
Communication is starred. If Tonight: In the limelight.
Remodeling.
miles, black, tan intensomeone SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
We care about your you are single, meeting
or, $12,000 firm
the right ***** Take an overview, and
Choosing
easy.
be
will
repairs,
Home
home.
270-761-3661
discrimiyou will be nght on target. Don't
take
will
roofing,
relationship
additions,
1990 Cadillac Sedan
hesitate to express your feelDeville. Runs good, decks, floor repair & nation and getting to know
but try hard not to overrecoverings, siding.
someone well. CANCER helps ings,
new tires, $2,000. Call
Sometimes a friend can be
act.
ESTIMATES*"
-FREE
ask for Kristin.
want.
after 4:00 PM,
you get what you
very helpful, as this person will
Call (270)753-1499 or
759-1266
READY to Move
point you in the right direction.
(731)247-5464
1989 Olds 98 Regency
The Stars Show the Kind of Tonight: You are personality
4BR 3BA, large heated
robertson wk.net
4-d touring.
sedan
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; plus.
garage, north of Murray
90,000 miles, air, pCalloway
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
in Candlelite Estates.
steering, p-brakes. pTrash Servite
Many upgrades with
I -Difficult
21)
windows, p-doorlocks,
extra storage. Pool 8
BILLING
•
**** Sometimes you need to
AUTOMATED
AM/FM stereo casattractive landscaping.
II CONTAINERS AVAIL
rethink your decisions, and you
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
sette, leather, gray
▪ RATES STARTING AT
Must see inside 759*** What appears as eXCeSS
will feel more confident. You
inside/outside, excelSt WO
9848
and perhaps a jolt could totally
laugh, and someone else smiles
lent condition $4,500.
741•3740 2934045
WEST Calloway
change given time. You have a
as well. Do understand your lim753-5335
problems
g
understandin
County Development
of
way
its. Others will then honor them
CATHY'S
2 new homes (energy
too. Tonight: Private time with
Wallpapering, Painting, and getting to the bottom of
Used Trucks
the someone special.
saves
efficient) 1,500 ft living,
which
issues,
and Cleaning
3 bedroom, 2 baths,
moment. Use that skill right now. CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
270-978-0569
TRUCKS for sale
paved streets & conTonight: Easy does it.
**** Others react. You might
DIXON COMPUTER
71 Ford F100, $2,500.
crete drives, 8 minutes
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
need to sort through what is
$300.
Ford
F100,
72
CONNECTION
from Murray, no city
***** Sometimes even you
acceptable and honor who you
74 Ford F100, $800
Computer Priihlenn Suli iii
taxes, Landon Hills
put your hoof in your mouth. are. Sometimes you can be
Call 270-293-2293
Hum: or husiiies.
Subdivision $105,000
Getting a problem straightened
overwhelmed by what is hap$511pt r
$115,000 w/garage.
2005 GMC Sierra Z71
out won't be difficult if you relax
pening. You are defining who
210-3781 or 559-2032
ext. cab 5.3 liter
270-227-1020
and laugh. Extremes surround
you are, not only for you but also
25 i.•;trii csperienic
engine, 4x4. Loaded,
you whether you like it or not. for the world. Tonight: Say yes.
35,500 miles. Call after
Even and steady works, my dear
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
5PM 436-2794 or
Bull. Tonight: Say yes. A discus- *** An easy, relaxed pace
293-0496
sion proves to be enlightening.
works, though you might discov2000 Chevy S-10.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
er that others would like you to
05 TTR90. Like new, 3
74,xxx miles, 4-cylin**** If you have to think
behave or act otherwise. Be true
Over 40 years exp.
anks of gas. Call after
der, 5-speed, C9, air,
about whether you should do
to yourself, and you will be much
Sales & Installation
3:30 293-9563 or
custom wheels, tinted
something, you already know
happier. Tackle key projects. You
753-2848.
windows, good condithe answer. Honor your feelings.
will feel good about yourself.
'04 Harley Heritage. tion, $8,000.
Do avoid a grumpy person if at
Tonight: Try relaxing.
8
black
14,000mi.,
270-435-4746
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
Cleaning all possible. You cannot win
DAVID'S
smoky gold. $14,500.
here. Tonight: Balance your **** You will have a tendency
Services
753-2751
differently.
budget.
things
do
to
Bests& Motors
We Specialize in
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
Sometimes the Fish must follow
2002 Arctic Cat 500,
Cleaning"
automatic ATV, 130
1998 Crownline open
*Vinyl Siding 8 Fencing **** You are the cat's meow, his or her own beat. A demandbut others still might be very difing partner or family member
miles, $3,500
bow skiboat,6 cylinder. *Mobile Homes
ficult. You might want to mellow
293-8244
could irritate you. Tonight: Add
*Brick
$8,000. 210-2620,
out and think before you jump or
more romance into your life.
442-4674
*All External Cleaning
act up. Sometimes the less said
*Acid Cleaning
Sport Utility Vehicisa
are.
you
off
better
the
BORN TODAY
Available
Swaim Mew
Musician B.B. King (1925),
•We Use Hot Water Understand what needs to happen. Tonight: Smile away.
*Parking Lots &
actress Jennifer Tilly (1958),
2001 Grand Cherokee
L&M
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Driveways
Laredo. 53,000 miles.
actress Molly Shannon (1964)
LAWN SERVICE
*** Lie back and take your
•••
David Borders
$10,500.
Mowing Mulching
(270)527-7178
time. You see others in a new
270-293-9060
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the
Landscaping
light and express a different perSatisiottion guarante, it
Internet at http://www.jacque- DNJ HANDYMAN
•Sentor ititen Di,
•
We do all *is edd4obs spective . in .the near future. 4inetalgair.com.
Call 753-1816
Sometimes what you don't know (c) 2006 by King Features
you don't have time
227-0611
could be shocking. Note your
Syndicate Inc.
for.
reactions, but don't judge them.
Painting, siding, roofs,
293-4954 Affordable
Tonight: Early to bed.
decks.
carpentry, decks, roofs,
293-5438
Call
floors
sagging
Greg Collins

641 access is conven•Driver: Flatbed Small ient Immaculate coon
pay. try property. Beautiful
company, big
Starting up to 46cpm, open plan. Screened
Guaranteed hometime, porch Walk-out base
three week vacation, merit. Large workshop
purchase, 5 acres +/- per deed
Lease
BC/BS. 6 months expe- Alesia Gail Parker
rience required. 800- Grey's Properties, LLC
441-4271 OA. KY-100
(270)293-7653(SOLD)
ceilings,
Owner CATHEDRAL
*Driver:
open, 313/2B, 4+ acres
ONLY
Operators
FP, 32x32 metal barn.
Regional freight from
south
$152,000.
$1.23pm
Louisville.
to
close
Marshall
average! Home often &
Murray. 270-853-2840
weekends. NOT forced
dispatch. Call Max at
1\1\111)1 \II
I RI I II I
787! 1-800-511-0082.
Regional
*Driver:
Flatbed Drivers: Now
$.40/ mile!
Paying
Home every weekend
and 1-2 times per
week!!! Great benefits
including $750 401K!
6mo 177 & Class-A CDL
req'd. Wabash Valley
Inc.
Transportation.
800-246-6305 or apply
online at www.wvtonline.com

Murray Ledger Si Timms

2000 Ford Expedition.
93,000 miles, 2 wheel
drive, TV/DVD,
$10,200 060
762-0540
1998 Chevy Blazer
condition
Excellent
inside and out. 130,000
highway miles. Asking
$4,500 OBO. 474-1420
1994 Geo Tracker 4x4
117,000 miles. $4,000
060 731-336-0210

kl•S
I II R I I
MI\ I I\1.
For at your painting needs
Pressure Washing &
Sealing Decks
Free Estimates
Licensed & Insured
293-61134 • 436-2320

A-ABLE HAULING
Clean up junk,
garages, yards,
buildings
Handyman work
Prompt 8 dependable
Free eat 30 yrs exp
Anytime 753-9210
NUR!
%/1\(•
•

Used Cars

8 acres- Coles
Campground area, city
water (approx 9 lots)
210-3781

an acre
Approx 12 miles NW
of Murray
HOME 489-2450
CELL 293-3085

$500 police impounds!,
Cars from $5001 For
listings Call 800-7494260 ext N526
'06 Volvo S40 Like
new, loaded. 14,000
miles. black.
859-338-5165
Mitsubishi
2001
Galant. 112.000 miles,
windows &
power
locks, cruise, 4-cylinder. S3,900. 804-0436

28R brick on large lot
near hospital.
Everything new.
Bargain at $92,500
753-2041

1997 Camaro
Convertible, $7,500.
1991 Cadillac
Eldorado. $2,600.
1993 Chevy Van,
$2,500 Possible trade
small Runabout Well
maintained and guaranteed. 1601 Loch
Lomond. 293-2072
Jerry.

36R 2BA brick ranch.
garage, pool. 3.66
acres (2+ fenced). barn
iv/ lean-to. $185.900
270-293-2132

1996 Toyota Camry,
sun-roof, good tires &
nevAy tuned up Great
gas mileage 8 AC.
158,000 miles 83.000
753-5963

Fir Ode

j11,111.

I

(270)226-9505

FLOOR covering
installer. 30 years exp.,
436-2867 Lamb's
vinyl, carpet, laminate,
Professional Tree
hardwood. Al) work
Service. Complete
guaranteed. Insured,
removal, tnmming. etc.
serving Kentucky 8
Also Tractor work,
Tennessee.
tearing down buildings,
Residential,
hauling, gutter cleanCommercial,
ing.
Houseboats,
436-5141 A-AFFORDRecreational Vehicles
ABLE Hauling Clean i Call David Cutler at
out garages, gutters, 270-556-8658
junk 8 tree work
GARDEN OF EDEN
A to B Moving. Local
LAWN CARE
and long distance
moves. Call Brian at
270-705-4156
A-1 Stump Removal
Fully insured
489-2689. 293-6073
437-3044

Amass
4 Acres, Beautiful
wooded building site off
of hwy 783 293-0541

DSW
PAINTING',

II

\I

\

Cs

Rent It!
TRENCHER

TAMPER

wv..,11

AGEN11 \ I

POST
HOLE
DIGGER

• weekly & special pickups
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

G&T Homebuilders
& Home Nous Ailefitomi
bywoll & Pointing, Decks,
Num %skimI bah

•Cumoin (10/,
tiacittix• 50
• Ponds• Deis,
•Ill•UllVd
;-9N3•978-0404

APPLIANCE
REPAIR & PARTS
CHAD B. HUGHES
22 v EARS FILM:RIF:SCE
(270) 226-9398
(270)4924191
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system gravel,
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
removal,
Trimming,
stump grinding. firewood Insured
489-2839

Joe's Mower Repair
Free pickup/delivers
436-2867
LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
"since 1971*Carpets *Upholstery
*Emergency Water
Removal *Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
'Got Dirt?"
753-5827
WEST Calloway
County Development
Dozer & Backhoe
work, large & small
lobs,(new septic sys
tams
installed) 210-3781
559-2032

FREE good barn cats
& lottrins 489-2000

VACUUM

FRONT-END
LOADER,
BACK HOE
JOHN
DEERE
TRACTOR

MURRAY
HOME & AUTO
Chestnut St • Murray, KY • 753-2571
Hrs: Mon -Fri. 7:30 am-5:00 pm • Sat. 7:30 am-12:00 pm
www.murrayhomeandauto.corn

Murray Ledger & Times

COMICS/ FEATURFS
Woman makes play for her ex
when wife leaves the room

LooldngBack
10 years ago

I

Published is a picture of Rose
Elder, teacher at Calloway County High School, talking to Regina West about the progress of
her daughter, Kim West, a sophomore, at the Parent-Teacher
Conference. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Births reported include a boy
to Stuart and Dana Alexander,
Aug. 27; a boy to Crystal and
Richard Adams, Sept. 6; a girl
to Melissa and Steven Jones,
Sept. 7; a girl to Al-Yah and
Haniu Al-Haigh Al-Saigh and a
boy to Tami and Jason Lindsey, Sept. 9.
Murray State University Racers lost 44-41 to Western Hilltoppers in a football game at Murray.
20 years ago

Published is a picture of Donald Crawford being sworn in as
postmaster at Hazel post office
by J.L. Grayson, postal examiner from Evansville, Ind.
Births reported include a boy
to Millie and William Birdsong
and a girl to Terri and Billy
Herbison, Sept. 8; a boy to Angela
and Ricky McKinney, a girl to
Carolyn and Elbert Camper and
a boy to Shauna and Marc Darnell, Sept. 10; a boy to Jewel
and Kenneth Turner, Sept. 11.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 31-14 to Mayfield Cardinals in a football game at Ty
Holland Stadium, Murray.
30 years ago

The first meal was served
Sept. 13 under a new federally-funded program that is being
initiated here by the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens organization.

Published are pictures of the
fourth annual Lamba Chi Alpha

Watermelon Bust held at Murray State University. The photos were by Staff Photographer
David Hill.
Murray High School Tigers
won 44-0 over Fulton County
Pilots in a football game.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Jewell will be married for 50
years Sept. 18.

DEAR ABBY: A few
months ago, my husband and

I had to go back to our home
state for a family funeral. We
have been married more than
25 years. While we were there,
his ex-wife came to his father's
home (we were staying there),
and later to
the visitation
and funeral.
She and I
seemed
to
hit it off
well.
On
the
way home,
my
hubby
told me she
waited until
I left the
By Abigail
room, then
Van Buren
kissed him
on the cheek in front of the
whole family and told him she
still loves him. That's not all.
I asked him if, for one minute,
he was sorry he had married
me. He said, and I quote, "No,
but if I had known she still
loved me, I would have never
remarried." I was crushed.
After we got home he told
me he would not leave me
for her, but if I should die before
him, he would be knocking
on her door. That also hurt.
Abby, she hadn't seen him
or anyone else in the family
for 25 years! Why would she
even show up at the funeral
if not for wanting to see if
she could get back with him?
I can't seem to get over the
feeling that my husband never
was really in love with me -

40 years ago

Employees of Murray Diviof the Tappan Company
voted yesterday to accept the
proposal of the plant and ratified the contract by a three to
one majority in a secret ballot
at the meeting at the Calloway
County Fairgrounds. The employees had been on strike since
June 21. Robert Moyer, vice
president and general manager,
said operations will begin in
two weeks.
Mrs. N.P. Cavitt and Mrs.
Neil Brown presented a lesson
on "Selecting Carpeting" at a
meeting of South Murray Homemakers Club held at Murray
City Park.
sion

Dear Abby

50 years ago
Walter Lee Steely, Bobby

Meador and James Thompson,
members of the Murray Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, were in
the top five in showing cattle
at the Kentucky Junior Dairy
Show held at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville.
Mrs. John Pasco presented a
program on "Presenting CWF'
at a meeting of the Christian
Women's Fellowship of First
Christian Church.

Todaylnilistory
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, Sept. 14,
the 257th day of 2006. There are
108 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 14, 1814, Francis
Scott Key was inspired to wnte
his poem "The Star-Spangled Banner" after witnessing the British
bombardment of Fort McHenry in
Maryland during the War of 1812.
On this date:
In 1812, the Russians set fire
to Moscow in the face of an inva-

sion by Napoleon Bonaparte's
troops.
In 1901, President McKinley
died in Buffalo, N.Y., of gunshot
wounds inflicted by an assassin.
Vice President Theodore Roosevelt
succeeded him.
In 1927, modern dance pioneer lsadora Duncan died in Nice,
France, when her scarf became
entangled in a wheel of her sports
car.
In 1948, a groundbreaking ceremony took place in New York

at the site of the United Nations'
world headquarters.
In 1959, the Soviet space probe
Luna 2 became the first manmade
object to reach the moon as it
crashed onto the lunar surface.
In 1975, Pope Paul VI declared
Mother Elizabeth Ann Bayley
Scion the first U.S.-born saint.
In 1982, Princess Grace of
Monaco, formerly actress Grace
Kelly, died at age 52 of injuries
from a car crash the day before.
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- that maybe he just married
me so he would not be alone.
What should I do? Should I
even bring this subject up to
him again? It has been five
months and I am ... BROKENHEARTED IN FLORIDA
DEAR BROKENHEARTED: Your husband appears to
lack sensitivity, good judgment
and empathy for the feelings
of others. He also appears to
lack common sense, if he
expected you would not take
his comments personally.
I don't think raising the subject would get you the result

you are looking for. But my
advice is not to obsess about
this. It's water under the bridge,
and possession is nine points
of the law. Besides, women
have a longer life expectancy
than men, so the odds are in

your favor.
•••
DEAR ABBY: I am writing about the letter you printed from "Wondering," whose
parents don't want her to attend
the same college as her brother. I think her parents should
allow her to go to the same
college. She will have completely different experiences
than her brother -- joining different clubs, playing different
sports. If her major is different, she won't even have the
same classes that he does. Her
college life will be entirely
different because each person
gets out of the experience what
he or she puts into it.
Also, I do not understand
her parents statement that she
look elsewhere because she
has "followed her brother"
through school. If they lived
in the same house, then they
would've attended the same
schools in their district. -PAULA IN WENONAH, N.J.
DEAR PAULA: I told
"Wondering" that her parents
appeared to be intelligent people, sensitive to the needs of
both of their offspring, and
that having a college experience entirely on her own could
be a growth opportunity for
her.
My reasoning was as follows: The parents know her
and her brother well, their personalities, their strengths and
their weaknesses. It is possible that the son has always
been a "big man on campus,'
and "Wondering" has coasted
along in his reflected glory.
Or, if the reverse is true -and the girl has always outshone her brother -- then the
young man should not have
to be overshadowed once again
by his sibling at the same col-

lege.
That said, not one reader I

IESL_CONIDIEC)
LISTEN, I'M FED UP WITH
PRO- PIMIENTO ACTIVISTS
WANTING TO SHOVE
SEASONINGS RIGHT
MY THROAT!

heard from -- and I heard from
quite a few -- agreed with my
answer. Ouch!
•••

044 YEAH?! I THINK YOU HAVE
A PEPPER PHOBIA, YOU
TOMATO-HUGGING
ANTI- GARLIC WHACK()
EXTREMIST!!

neoz
DOWN

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips, and
was founded by her mother,
Pauline Phillips.

Thursday, September 14
,21106 • 71

Further testing may
reveal better diagnosis
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
when the muscles for breathbeen reading and benefiting
ing become too weak? Since
from your column for many
nothing can be done to sigyears. You seem always to cut
nificantly alter the course of
through all the medical-estabthis disease, then why not just
lishment bias and self-interest
make the best of it and avoid
and make sense of it all with
thousands of dollars worth of
your
long
tests and the certainty of my
years
of agonizing final episodes in life!
experience
What other diseases might
and
openpossibly cause my symptoms,
minded, which, by the way, are not
common- growing worse (yet)? I have
sense
attilearned from my research that
tude. I am
little can be done to alter the
writing course of any motor-neuron
about a cridisease.
sis in my
DEAR READER: For man',
own life. I
people, knowing a diagnosis
am 71 years
— even if an illness is incurBy
and, able — goes a long way toward
Dr. Peter Gott old,
until
very
helping them cope. Also, some
recently, I would have considtreatable ailments may resemered myself to be in excellent ble incurable conditions. For
health — very active, exer- example, your description of
cise, eat right, etc.
significant but brief neurologAbout nine months ago, I ical symptoms is typical of tranexperienced what 1 thought sient ischemic attacks ("mini"
might be a minor stroke, only
strokes), which anticoagulant
affecting me with slightly
medication and other drugs may
slurred speech and a tendenprevent at little cost and inconcy to lose my balance and
venience. TIAs are, as stated,
fall. After several tests, which
transient. They rarely show up
included an MRI of my brain, on a brain scan, so I believe
the neurologist concluded that the normal MR1 you had is
there was no evidence of stroke. consistent with TIA, and this
He now wants to perform a should be addressed.
battery of tests to determine
Of course, you have the
if I have ALS.
privilege of refusing further
I have researched this dis- testing, but, in my opinion, a
ease, and I am overwhelmed
diagnosis is what you need most
by the utter hopelessness. I
— not a premature death waram now being urged by fam- rant.
ily members to go ahead with
My advice is, bite the bulthese tests, but I am reluctant let. Ask your primary care
to receive such a hopeless
physician to refer you to anothdiagnosis. What purpose can
er neurologist for a second opinbe served by knowing my motor ion that I hope will be more
neurons will slowly wither likely to provide good news
away, leaving me a helpless rather than bad.
husk, then to finally suffocate

Dr. Gott

CootractBridge
South dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
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MIK 152
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117 4
•Q 98 2

•K9
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SOUTH
•AK6
A Q 1093
•A 6
4/O 7 4
The bidding:
South
West
North
East
1•
Pass
3P
Pass

4N1
Pass
5•
Pass
5 NT
Pass
6V
Opening lead — queen of spades.
On many hands, declarer is faced
with what appears to he a 50-50
chance for the contract, depending
on where a certain card is located. If
one opponent has it, he will succeed;
if the other opponent has it, he will
fail.
However, a resourcefill declarer
can often improve on a 50-50

chance, so that even ifthe key card is
unfavorably placed, he might still
survive.

Take this deal where the outcome

seems to rest only on which defender
has the king of clubs. The standard
play is to lead toward the queen at
some point, and if East has the king,
South's troubles are over.
The other possibility, that West
has the king, is the chief cause for
concern, and that was where South
concentrated his attention. lie won
the spade lead with the king and
cashed the A-K of trumps. Next
came a spade to the ace and a spade
ruff in dummy. South then cashed the
A-K of diamonds, thus completing
all the key preliminary steps.
With all the spades and diamonds
eliminated from both his own hand
and dummy, declarer now cashed the
ace of clubs and returned a low club

toward his queen. When East followed suit with the ten, it seemed
that South had to guess whether to
play the queen and hope East had the
king, or play low and hope West now
had the king alone. (If West had the
K-J at this stage, the party was over.)

However, thanks to South's
advance preparations, it did not matter which of these two situations
existed -- he could cover both possibilities by playing the queen. When
West took the queen with the king, he

was forced to return a spade or a diamond. This allowed South to discard
his remaining club while trumping in
dummy, and the shun came rolling
home.

Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
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WHY DOES YOUR SIGN SAY,
"BEWARE OF CATS"?

SECAUBE CATS ARE MEAN

izt=

TAKE IT DOWN
OR I'LL BEAT
YOU WITH fT

0

0

1 Bad)instrument
6 Snooped armor/
11 Jungle chargers
13 Smile prettily
14 Via
15 Last degree
16 Weightlifter's
pnde
..
17 Billing dent
18 Sitter's handful
20 Hokts door a lob
22 Grande or
Bravo
23 Salad bowl wood
25 Merry,
in Montmartre
26 Helped a
borrower
27 Huff
29 Slip away
31 Gartand ol lowers
33 Wheel pan
34 Frisky mammals
37 Laborer
40 'Rag Mop'
brothers
41 Cahfornia ton

:r

43 Thaiend negrbor
45 Flower planting
46 Tangle
48 Brother's title
49 Midwest st.
50 Hamlet's oath
51 Support
53 Duluth's loc
54 Keep safe
56 Classified
(2 wds )
58 Chopin piece
59 Drizzles
DOWN
I Fly the shuttle
2 Poems
3 Enlisted person
4 - Arbor, Mich.
5 Memorandum
6 Robins' beaks
7 Mantra chants
8 HS language
class
9 LAi meal or Astlet
10 Warehouse
12 Layered haircut
13 Sweet roil
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26 Brand name
28 Undershirt
30 Mug
32 Did a laundry
chore
34 Diner tare
35 Slugger
- Wilkarns
36 Tijuana 'Mrs'
38 Dort
39 1006 conqueror
40 Tolerate
42 Take a card
4-4 Finishes
woodwork
46 Trig function
47 Fact ludger
50 Not hungry
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a court hearSinger Whitney Houston, left, smiles at her husband, singer Bobby Brown, during
ing on Nov. 25, 2002, in Dekalb County State Court in Decatur, Ga.
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52 26 21 13 Saved-

speaking with anyone at this
LOS ANGELES (AP)
The tumultuous marriage ot time."
Houston and Brown, who
Whitney Houston and Bobby
Brown — which withstood drug had a home in Alpharetta. Ga.,
addiction, Brown's numerous have one child, a 13-year-old
daughter, Bobbi Kristina.
arrests, the decline of
Houston asked that she be
ton's once-sparkling image and
domestic abuse allegations — granted custody of the girl and
that Brown be allowed visitais coming to an end.
Grammy-winning. tion rights. She asked that propThe
superstar singer filed papers in erty rights be determined later.
When the couple wed in 1992
Orange County Superior Court
on Friday requesting a legal sep- the union seemed to outsiders
aration from her husband of to be a mismatch. Houston —
14 years. The reason given was one of the best-selling singers
in history — was a glamorous,
irreconcilable differences.
"It is a legal separation. It pop superstar with a superis not a divorce or a divorce clean, princess-like persona,
petition," Phaedra Parks, an whereas Brown, who rose to
entertainment lawyer in Atlanta fame as a member of the boy
who represents Brown, told The band New Edition before striking out on his own, was a
Associated Press.
Houston's publicist, Nancy sometimes coarse R&B singer
Seltzer, said the singer would with a more street-wise image.
But as the years wore on,
have no comment on the action.
-- -Asked about speaking with it would become hard to deterBrown, Parks said."Bobby's not mine which one was more trou-

bled. Brown — best known
for hits like "My Prerogative"
and "Every Little Step" —
would be arrested numerous
times for drugs and alcohol,
and once for hitting his wife,
while Houston's own battles
with substance abuse sullied
her image.
Together, the two were a
tabloid editor's dream. When
Brown was released from a
stretch in jail a few years ago,
an ecstatic Houston greeted him
by jumping into his arms and
throwing her arms and legs
around him before a throng of
fans and media.
And in a 2002 ABC interview with Diane Sawyer, an
erratic-sounding and wan-looking Houston, with a profusely
sweating Brown by her side,
admitted dabbling in drugs but
denied using crack, then uttered
_the_ now famous phrase: "Crack
is wadi."

George Jones to play Lovett, Oct. 20
Legendary country music
star George Jones will appear
in concert at Murray State University's Lovett Auditorium,
Oct. 20 at 8 p.m. Tickets go
on sale Friday at 10 a.m.
Two-time Grammy winner
Jones celebrated his 50th
anniversary as a recording artist
in 2004 with the release of a
3-CD set titled "George Jones's
50 years of Hits," featuring
one hit for each year of his
career.
He first hit the charts in
1955 with "Why Baby Why"
and continued with a string of
hits that have made hint one
of the most well known names
in country music today. Over
his career he has been named
Male Vocalist of the Year 10
times by six different music
organizations.
Jones was inducted into the
Country Music Hall of Fame
in 1992. Ten years later he
received the National Medal
of Arts from President George
W. Bush. This award is the
nation's highest honor for artistic excellence.
From "Why. Baby, Why" to
"Choices- he has charted more
singles (166) than any artist
in any music format. Some of
his signature hits include "He
Stopped Loving Her Today,"
"A Picture of Me Without You,"

"Good Year for the Roses,"
"Who's Gonna Fill Their Shoes"
and "The Race is On."
Jones has also been the focus
of several television specials
including HBO specials "With
a Little Help from My Friends"
in 1981 and "Influences- in
1991. He was also featured in
the 2004 50th Anniversary Tribute special on PBS. In 1996,
Jones told his life story in I
Lived to Tell it All, which
went to number six on the
New York Times Best Seller List.
In 2003, Jones entered
the food business with his own
variety of country style breakfast sausage and hamburger
patties. as well as a line of
marinades and barbeque sauces.
and his own Tennessee Sipping Water named "George
Jones White Lightning." His
products can he found in more

10,000
than
supermarkets,
in
mostly
southeast
states.
At the age of
75, Jones is
comfortable in
his own voice
and still going
strong, headlining nearly 100
concerts a year.
Tickets for the concert in
Murray can be purchased online
at Ticketmaster.com. Place
phone orders at 753-6466 locally, or toll free at 1-877-4474.
Tickets outlets are also available in Paducah at FYE in the
Kentucky Oaks Mall, DJ's
Music in Paris, Tenn., Schnucks
and Kroger in Carbondale. Ill.,
and Kroger in Marion and Mt.
Vernon. III.
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Cooper Clayton Method to Stop Smoking
Free Classes begin Tuesday, September 19, 2006.

UFE
USA

Stuart J. Poston Health and Wellness Center
5:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m.
The Cooper Clayton Method, one of the most effective ways to stop
smoking, is now available to Individuals. Whether you've tried before
or just know you should stop, this program is for you. Classes meet
each Tuesday for 13 weeks. Space is limited, so register now'
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